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ABSTRACT 
Yulianingsih. 2019. Spelling Error Analysis on Writing Vocabularies in Dictation 
Word by the Eleventh Grade Students of SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar in 
the Academic Year 2018/2019. Thesis. English Language Education Study 
Program, Cultures and Languages Faculty. 
Advisors : Irwan Rohardiyanto, M.Hum. 
Key words : Vocabularies, Spelling, Error, Error Analysis, Spelling Error, 
Dictation word, Writing 
The objectives of this research are: (1) to describe the types of spelling 
errors on writing vocabularies in dictation word by the Eleventh Grade Students 
of SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar, (2) to find the dominant types of errors 
by the students in the Eleventh Grade of SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar, 
(3) to identify the interlingua causes that influence the spelling errors on writing 
vocabularies in dictation word by the Eleventh Grade Students of SMA 
Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar in the Academic year 2018/2019.  
The method used in this research is descriptive qualitative research. The 
research was carried out on May 2019 and then was analyzed on May - August 
2019. Techniques of collecting the data used documentation and interview. Then, 
the data are analyzed by using error analysis procedures which consist of 
identifying students’ errors, categorizing errors and drawing the conclusion. From 
the result, the data was analyzed by Bestgen and Granger’s category, to classify 
the types of spelling errors. Then, the trustworthiness of data, the researcher used 
Investigator triangulation to get the validity of the data. 
The result finding of this research concluded that: (1) the students of 
eleventh grade (XI MIA 7) at SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar committed 
nine categories of spelling vocabularies errors. Those categories include omission 
of a letter with 21 errors, addition of a letter with 3 errors, single letter instead of 
double letter with 5 errors, double letter instead of single letter with 5 errors, 
substitution of one letter with 29 errors, interchange of two adjacent letters with 6 
errors, involving an apostrophe with 5 errors, word segmentation error with 10 
errors and multiple errors with 105 errors, (2) the dominant types of spelling 
errors was multiple errors with 105 errors, (3) the interlingua cause of errors by 
the students in spelling vocab through dictation is mother tongue. It means that 
interlingual errors are those by interference of the learners’ mother tongue. The 
students’ first language (L1) is one of the influences in students’ spelling errors in 
their writing. For example, in spelling vocab is Egri from the word “Agree”.  
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ABSTRAK 
Yulianingsih. 2019. Spelling Error Analysis on Writing Vocabularies in Dictation 
Word by the Eleventh Grade Students of SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar in 
the Academic Year 2018/2019. Skripsi. Jurusan Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris. 
Fakultas Adap dan Bahasa. 
Pembimbing : Irwan Rohardiyanto, M.Hum. 
Kata Kunci : Vocabularies, Spelling, Error, Error Analysis, Spelling Error, 
Dictation word, Writing 
Penelitian ini bertujuan: (1) untuk mendeskripsikan tipe kesalahan 
pengejaan pada penulisan kosa kata lewat dikte kata oleh siswa kelas sebelas di 
SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar, (2) untuk menemukan tipe kesalahan yang 
dominan oleh siswa kelas sebelas di SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar, (3) 
untuk mengidentifikasi penyebab interlingua yang mempengaruhi kesalahan 
dalam ejaan pada penulisan kosa kata lewat dikte kata oleh siswa kelas sebelas di 
SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar pada Tahun Ajaran 2018/2019. 
Metode yang digunakan dalam penelitian ini adalah deskriptif kualitatif. 
Penelitian ini dilaksanakan pada bulan Mei dan dianalisis pada bulan Mei – 
Agustus 2019. Tehnik dalam mengumpulkan data yang digunakan adalah 
documentasi dan wawancara. Kemudian, data dianalisis menggunakan prosedur 
menganalisis kesalahan yang terdiri dari mengidentifikasi kesalahan siswa, 
mengkategorikan kesalahan dan membuat kesimpulan. Dari hasil penelitian, data 
di analisis oleh teori kategori dari Bestgen dan Granger, untuk mengklasifikasikan 
tipe kesalahan pada ejaan. Kemudian, untuk validitas data, peneliti menggunakan 
Penyelidik atau orang yang bertugas mengecek data untuk mendapatkan validitas 
data.  
Temuan dalam penelitian ini menyimpulkan bahwa: (1) siswa kelas 
sebelas (XI MIA 7) di SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar melakukan kesalahan 
dengan sembilan jenis kesalahan ejaan. Kategori itu termasuk omission of a letter 
dengan 21 kesalahan, addition of a letter dengan 3 kesalahan, single letter instead 
of double letter dengan 5 kesalahan, double letter instead of single letter dengan 5 
kesalahan, substitution of one letter dengan 29 kesalahan, interchange of two 
adjacent letters dengan 6 kesalahan, involving an apostrophe dengan 5 kesalahan, 
word segmentation error dengan 10 kesalahan dan multiple errors dengan 105 
errors, (2) tipe kesalahan yang dominan adalah multiple errors dengan 105 
kesalahan, (3) penyebab kesalahan interlingua dalam pengejaan oleh siswa di 
kesalahan kosa kata lewat dikte kata adalah Bahasa pertama. Makna nya bahwa 
kesalahan interlingua adalah kesalahan yang berasal dari dalam Bahasa pertama 
oleh siswa itu sendiri. Siswa dengan Bahasa pertama adalah salah satu pengaruh 
dalam kesalahan pengejaan pada tulisannya. Contohnya, pada pengejaan kata 
adalah “Egri” dari kata Agree. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background of the Study 
Language had a close relationship with people because they need 
language to interact with other people. People can express their feeling, idea 
and anything else. They can understand what other people said by using 
language.  It was important in human life, because Language is property to 
communicate and exchange the information with other. There were two 
important languanges; the first was mother tongue and the second was 
international language. English is a foreign language, an international 
language which is widely used in communication by people in most countries 
in the world. However, learning English is not easy as what some people 
imagine. Therefore, the rapid spread of English as an International language, 
native accents have become almost irrelevant to cross-cultural communication 
(Brown, 2001: 284). 
Amin (2014: 107) stated that Communication is means of people for 
interaction with each other. By communication, people can exchange 
information or ideas between individuals. There were two kinds of 
communication that can be used; they are spoken communication and written 
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communication. In spoken communication, the most important thing is the 
hearer can understand what the speaker means. 
The important device in a language is word. Thronbury (2002: 7) 
stated that, it is one of foreign language that is used as a means of 
communication, and vocabulary is one of the important language elements the 
students should master. Therefore, Vocabulary is an element that links the four 
skill of language. Among these three language elements, vocabulary is the 
core component of language proficiency and it provides much of the basis for 
how well learners speak, listen, read, and write. People cannot express their 
opinion and ideas in English without knowing the vocabulary. David Wilkins, 
quoted by Thornbury (2002: 13), “Without grammar very little can be 
conveyed, without vocabulary nothing to be conveyed.” It show that how 
important vocabulary learning in language learning. 
Harmer (2007: 265) stated that we use language in terms of four skills; 
they are listening, speaking, reading and writing. Those four skills are divided 
into two kinds, receptive and productive skills. Receptive skills which include 
listening and reading but productive skills which include speaking and 
writing. Those are related each other. For example, If a person is only good in 
listening and speaking, it cannot be said that he is good in English, or a person 
is only good in reading and writing, it cannot be said that he is good in 
language also. Hand et al. (2007: 34) stated that “You can have greatest 
technical skills in the world, but without solid communication skills, who will 
know and who can understand?”. 
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Writing is one of the four skills that should be mastered on learning 
English. Harmer (2004: 56) stated that, writing is the most difficult skill to 
acquire among the four skills in English. It is a difficult activity for most 
people, both in mother tongue and in foreign language. If the students don’t 
know how to express themselves in writing, they won’t be able to 
communicate well with another (foreigners, employers, peers, or just about 
anyone else). 
The components of writing such as grammar, spelling, punctuation, etc 
helps the readers to understand well about the writing materials. Willet in 
Solati (2014: 37) stated that Spelling is a key functional component of writing. 
Spelling becomes an important thing because it can influence and change the 
meaning of the word or sentence. If people write incorrect a word,  the other 
people will difficult to understanding the meaning of the word itself. It brings 
misunderstanding between the writer and the reader. Ida in Solati (2014: 37), 
also stated that Unquestionably English spelling ia a difficult and complex 
matter and learners arround the world have difficulty getting the letters right. 
Spelling, in particular is one of many English difficulties writing problems 
students, including in Senior High School. As stated by Nangam (2005), 
Highlights misspellings are not found only in lower levels but also in high 
levels. 
Byrne (1997: 15) said that mastery of the writing systems includes the 
ability to spell. If the students do not have good spelling in writen, the students 
will write the word like what they listen. Eventhough, English pronunciation 
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is different from the written forms. It can make the students confused then 
make errors in writing. They cannot express their ideas because they cannot 
spell words correctly. This case makes students hard to understand well about 
spelling. The other cause, the teacher usually only teach orally. So, many 
students produce spelling error. Those are the other problems of learning 
spelling. The students are confused between writing and speaking. This case 
can make the students difficult to defferentiate them when they were written. 
To avoid this kind of errors, the writer should check word spelling using 
dictionary (Brookes and Grundy, 1991: 56). 
Learn to spell through repeated practice, dictation, oral practice and 
recitation. The teacher usually give spelling test to their student through 
dictation. Drilling dictation will help the students to memorize the writen of 
the correct word . It is important for student to know how to spell English 
word correctly. Because correct spelling can make a good communication 
between the writer and the reader, especially between the teacher and the 
students to understand what are conveyed by the teacher.  Alkire (2002: 3) 
stated that dictation can train the students to be able to distinguish error in 
grammar, spelling and punctuation that happend in their writing. In Addition, 
Blanche (2004: 179) pointed out that like audio-lingual method, dictation 
practices are very old fashioned but they can be effectively used in the 
classroom to teach pronunciation as well as teaching listening and writing.   
The researcher chooses SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar as object 
the research. SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar was one of senior high 
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schools in Karanganyar. It was located in Jl. Brigjen Slamet Riyadi, 
Karanganyar. The location was strategis and very easy to find this school, 
because regency on the street and the public transportation is very available. It 
had four majors. They were information and computer technology (ICT) class, 
International Class Program (ICP), science class (MIA/IPA), and social class 
(IIS/IPS). The researcher’s reason in considering SMA Muhammadiyah 1 
Karanganyar as source of the data in this paper was that because the students 
have some problem in writing skill, especially in spelling vocabulary. Then, 
The researcher chooses eleventh grade students, especially in XI MIA 7 class 
because the majority of that students made errors when the researcher did  
spelling practice through dictation. 
Based on the small observation that was hold on August 15th 2018, the 
researcher did practice program in two months in SMA Muhammadiyah 1 
Karanganyar, She  found students who often misspelled some words in the 
writing activities. The researcher found some words that students often 
misspelled such as ‘Agree’ as Aggre or egrii, ‘With’ as White. Those were 
some example cases of students when they were made errors in writing 
especially in spelling.  
This condition might be caused by the fact that most of the students of 
SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar wrote their task using their gadget to 
help themselves in finishing their tasks secretly. This condition made the 
students probably become less of confident when they want to write spelling 
without gadget. Students were confused in spelling in written form. Students 
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were sometimes confused to differentiate between irregularities of the vowels 
in English word. They did not really understand well about how to say a word 
that has almost same in pronunciation for example, the word ‘bag’ and ‘back’ , 
‘it’ and ‘eat’ etc in writing. From the causes above, the researcher only focus 
on interlingua cause of error.  
Considering the above, the researcher was interested in conducting 
this  research. The researcher would like to know the types of error and 
interlingua causes that influence the error spelling vocabularies by the 
students. From the background above, the researcher decided to conduct a 
research entitled “ Spelling Error Analysis on Writing Vocabularies in 
Dictation Word by the Eleventh Grade Students of SMA 
Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar in the Academic Year 2018/2019”. The 
researcher hope that this research would be useful for the reader. 
 
B. Problems Identification 
The students were expected to master well well English skills namely, 
listening, speaking, reading and writing. From those skills, one of the most 
difficult was writing. In writing there were several categories of errors, 
Abhisamra (2013: 7), divided writing errors into five categories namely, 
grammatical errors (preposition, articles and adjective), syntactic errors 
(coordination and structure), lexical errors, semantic errors, and 
substantial/mechanical errors (punctuation, capitalization, spelling). 
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Therefore, the students had to understand well about the elements of writing 
such as grammar, spelling, punctuation and the other elements in writing. 
 
C. Limitation Problem 
The first limitation was spelling vocabularies error in writing at the 
eleventh grade students of  SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar. The 
researcher focused on the students’ error in spelling when English teacher 
give spelling test. 
The second limitation was interlingua cause of the errors. The 
researcher only focuses on mother tongue of interlingua errors. The third 
limitation was the students at the eleventh grade in SMA Muhammadiyah 1 
Karanganyar. The researcher did the observation in Regular class ( XI MIA 7 
Class). 
 
D. Problem Statement 
Related to the description of the background of the research, the 
question of this research were as followed:  
1. What are the types of spelling errors on writing vocabularies in dictation 
word by the Eleventh Grade Students of SMA Muhammadiyah 1 
Karanganyar? 
2. Which type of spelling error that dominant occurs on students writing 
vocabularies by the Eleventh Grade students of SMA Muhammadiyah 1 
Karanganyar? 
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3. What are the interlingua cause that influence the spelling errors on writing 
vocabularies in dictation word by the Eleventh Grade Students of SMA 
Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar? 
 
E. The Objectives of the Study 
The Objectives of the study were: 
1. To describe the types of spelling errors on writing vocabularies in dictation 
word by the Eleventh Grade Students of SMA Muhammadiyah 1 
Karanganyar in the Academic year 2018/2019. 
2. To find the dominant type of errors by the students in the Eleventh Grade 
of SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Karangan 
3. To identify the interlingua causes that influence the spelling errors on 
writing vocabularies in dictation word by the Eleventh Grade Students of 
SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar in the Academic year 2018/2019. 
 
F. Benefits of the Study 
The benefits of this study were divided into two, as followed: 
1. Theoretical Benefits 
The result of this research can give some benefits of the research to the 
reader and the researcher. It will give the impoprtant information about 
students in spelling error in writing. Hopefully this research can improve 
students comprehension about spelling vocabularies and increase their 
understand about how to write vocabulary in written forms correctly. 
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2. Practical Benefits 
a.) For the Students 
From this research, the students would like to know the 
spelling errors that they made in their writings. Moreover, the students 
can learn more about spelling vocabularies and know the usually 
occured errors in spelling writing. 
b.) For the Teachers 
There were some benefits from this research for teacher: 
The first, the English teacher of SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar 
can know the abilities of their students in English spelling in writing. 
The second, Error analysis would show teachers some problems 
confronting the students. It was an advantage that error analysis may 
be tracked down to the importance of students’ error. Then, English 
teacher of SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar already know the 
problems and try to solve that problems. 
c.) For the Researcher 
After the the researcher know the types of spelling 
vocabularies errors by the students of eleventh grade of SMA 
Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar in writing, She can share it to the 
English teachers of SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar. Then, the 
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teacher can try to find the solution for students. The researcher would 
feel happy if this is useful for others. 
d.) For the other Researcher 
This research result can help them in finding references for 
further research.  
 
G. Definition of Key Terms 
1. Vocabulary 
Vocabulary is a central to language and critical important to typical 
language learner (Fauziati, 2010: 61) 
2. Spelling 
Hornby (2000: 3) stated that Spelling is defined as the act of forming 
words correctly from an individual letter. 
3. Error 
Fauziati (2009: 139) said, Error is systematic, consistent device that is 
character of the learner linguistic system at a given stage of learning. Error 
are typically produced by learners who do not yet fully command some 
institutionalized language system; they arise due to the imperfect 
competence in the target language. 
4. Error Analysis 
In language teaching and learning, Error analysis can be defined as the 
technique of identifying, classifying and systematically interpreting the 
unacceptable forms produced by someone learning a language, especially a 
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foreign language using an of the principles and procedures provided by 
linguists (Crystal, 2003: 165). 
5. Spelling error 
Botley et al. stated that Spelling errors are highly ubiquitous and 
contentious features of second language learners’ written performance 
(2007: 75). 
6. Dictation 
Davis and Rinvolucri in Intan Nurjannah Thesis (2017: 24), defined 
dictation as decoding the sounds of (English) and recording them in 
writing. 
7. Writing 
Writing can be defined as a complex process which demands cognitive 
analysis and linguistic synthesis (Ridha, 2012: 22). 
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CHAPTER II 
 
REVIEW ON RELATED LITERATURE 
 
 
 
A. Vocabulary 
1. Definition of Vocabulary 
Vocabulary is an important aspect in a language that must be learn 
students in foreign language learning. Vocabulary can help the learners 
mastering skills in language learning. Many definitions of vocabulary can 
be found, they are as follow. Graves (2006: 5) stated that Vocabulary is 
very important to students to build a new word from language experiences 
that they learn through listening, speaking, reading, and writing. 
In the other words, the learner should have knowledge to use a 
language. Nation and Newton in Furqon (2013: 71) stated that vocabulary 
is knowledge of words and word meanings. Actually vocabulary is more 
complex, vocabulary mastery is not only knowing the words and its 
meanings, but also knowing about how the words sound and how the 
words are used in the context. In addition, The Linguist David Wilkins in 
Thornburry (2002: 13) summed up without grammar very little can be 
conveyed, without vocabulary nothing can be conveyed. 
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Sunarti (2010: 9), stated that Vocabulary means a group of words, 
which have been mastered by the students after the process of teaching and 
learning. Mastering a large number of vocabularies is very important for 
foreign language learners. Without mastering it, foreign language learners 
will get some difficulties in developing the four language skills. Heinle 
(2008: 1105) also stated that vocabulary is the total number of words you 
know in a particular language. It means that vocabulary is a list of words 
that a person knows. While, Watkins (2005: 34) stated that in an approach 
which values the ability to communicate, vocabulary is essential, and in 
recent years vocabulary has become increasingly central to language 
teaching. 
Based on the statements from expert above, it can be concluded that 
vocabulary is important part of language. Vocabulary has important roles 
in four English skills and in communication both oral or written  
communication. It shows that vocabulary is the key to achieve all skill in 
language. 
2. Kinds of Vocabulary 
Thornbury (2002: 3) stated that vocabulary can be divided into three 
kinds, they are: 
a. Word Classes 
Word classes are often called Part of Speech. Part of Speech consists of 
noun, pronoun, verb, adjective, adverb, preposition, and conjunction. 
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1) Noun 
Noun is one of the most important parts of speech. It usually used as 
a subject or object. It could be the name of person, place, and thing. 
For example: Shafana (Names of Person), Hospital (Place), Book 
(Thing). 
2) Pronoun 
Pronoun is a substitute of word. It was used to substitute person, 
thing, animal, and other. Personal pronouns substitute words of 
persons. It can used nominative (subject), accusative (object), 
possessive adjective and possessive pronoun. 
For Example: She is a singer, my name is Shafana, Her hair is long. 
   Table 2.1 Personal Pronoun 
Subject Object Possessive 
Adjective 
Possessive Pronoun 
I Me My Mine 
You You Your Yours 
They Them Their Theirs 
We Us Our Ours 
He His His His 
She Her Her Hers 
It It Its  
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3) Verb 
Verb is the word which expresses an action or a help to make a 
statement. It is usually used as predicate in a sentence. 
For Example of verb: see, give, buy, and others.  
Example in sentence: He gives rose for her. 
4) Adjective 
Adjective is a word used to qualify noun or pronoun. 
For example: diligent, beautiful, lazy, patient, and others.  
Example in sentence: Wilia is a diligent student in the school. 
5) Conjunction 
Conjunction is a word to related one word to another one, or another 
sentence to another one.  
For example in sentence: I want to buy a new phone but I do not 
have money. 
b. Word Families 
1) Affixes 
Affixes are a feature of the grammar in most language.  
For example: look, looking, looked 
2) Inflexions 
Inflexions are the different grammatical forms of a word.  
For example: plays, playing, played are inflexions of ‘play’. 
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3) Derivative  
Derivative is a word that results from the addition of an affix to a 
root, which has a different meaning from the root.  
For example: replay, player, and playful are derivatives of ‘play’. 
c. Word formation 
In English language this was called composite from of word, such as: 
1) Compounding, the combining of two or more independent words. 
Example: ‘second-hand’, ‘word processor’, typewriter’, and so on. 
2) Blending, two words can be blended to form one new one. 
Example: ‘brunch’ = ‘breakfast’ + ‘lunch’, ‘infotainment’ = 
‘information’ + ‘entertainment’. 
3) Conversion, the process a word can be co-opted from one part of 
speech and used as another. 
4) Clipping, a new words can be coined by shortening or clipping 
longer words.  
Example: ‘flu’ (influenza), ‘email’ (electronic mail), and etc. 
 In this research, the researcher used dictation through word by word, 
did not phrase or sentence. 
3. The Factor Difficulties in Vocabulary 
Thornbury (2002: 27) stated that there same aspects why learning 
vocabulary is rather difficult for second language learners. Some factors 
that make some words difficult for the students are: 
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a. Pronunciation 
Research shows that words are difficult to pronounce more difficult to 
learn. The learners difficult to differentiate between the one word with 
another word which resemble the way to read its. 
For example: Bag, Back, Sea, See, She, Eat, It, George, Pigeon, 
Mountain, Mosque, etc. 
b. Spelling 
Sound and spelling mismatches are likely to be cause of errors, either of 
pronunciation or of spelling, and can contribute to a word’s difficulty. 
For example: Headache, Agree, Bicycle, Language, etc. 
c. Length and Complexity 
Long words are more difficult to learn that short ones. And the variable 
stresses of polysyllabic words are also difficult. 
For example: necessary, necessity, necessarily. 
d. Grammar 
Also problematic is the grammar associated with the word, especially if 
this differs from that of its L1 equivalent. Spanish learner of English, 
for example: tend to assume that explain follows the same pattern as 
both Spanish’s explicit and English tell, and say he explained me the 
lesson. 
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e. Meaning 
When two words overlap in meaning, learners are likely to confuse 
them. Or it called word with multiple meaning such as since and still, 
can also be difficulties for learners. 
f. Range, Connotation, and idiomatic 
Words that can be used in wide range of context will generally be 
perceived an easier than their synonyms with narrower range. 
For example: Thin is more used than skinny, slim and slander. The 
connotation of some words may cause problem too.  
For example: Propaganda has negative connotation in English, but it is 
equivalent may simply mean publicity. 
So, there are some difficulties in learning vocabulary, especially in 
vocabulary mastery itself. So, is not surprising that learners make 
mistakes/error with words. Because usually difficulty to learn 
vocabulary is not separated from spelling, pronunciation, context, etc. 
So, to learn vocabulary also needed the ability to master some of the 
factors that become difficult in studying vocabulary itself 
.  
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B. Spelling 
1. Definition of Spelling 
Spelling is the learner’s ability to write a word correctly. As stated 
by Hornby (2000: 3), Spelling is defined as the act of forming words 
correctly from an individual letter.  Good spelling is an important thing in 
writing activity.  Harmer  (2001: 156) stated that “An issue that makes 
spelling difficult for several students is the fact that not all varieties of 
English spell the same words in the sam way. Which is correct: color or 
colour, and theater or theatre? How do we decide between the use of s and 
z in words like apologise and customize. Morover,  Perveen and Akram 
(2014: 2604) stated that, Spelling is a linguistic skill, the learners should 
be aware of phoname (sound) and words. 
That explanation means that spelling is important for students. 
Spelling is about the correctness of words that the writers use in the text. 
When the students were good at speaking skills , it cannot be said that they 
are also good in writing. For example in Spelling, they still made some 
spelling errors in their writing. Therefore, the students must to know how 
to spell English word correctly. 
2. Rules of Spelling 
The most common spelling rules in English are elaborated as follows: 
a. Spelling plural nouns 
1) Most nouns add s to the root forms without any changes (book-
books). 
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2) Nouns ending in s, z, ch, sh, and x, usually add es form the plural 
(bush-bushes). 
3) Nouns s ending in a consonant and y, y is changed to i and add es 
(party-parties). 
4) One-syllable nouns ending in a single f or fe, f is changed to v and 
add es (leaf-leaves). 
5) Nouns ending in o, there are three possibilities: 
(1) Add s (piano-pianos) 
(2) Add es (potato-potatoes) 
(3) Add s or es (cargo-cargos or cargoes) 
6) Some singular nouns have different words for their plural form: 
(1) –en ending (ox-oxen, Child-children) 
(2) Internal vowel change (toot-teeth, mouse-mice, man-men) 
(3) No change (deer, sheep, series) 
b. Suffixes 
1) A letter or syllable placed after a word to form a new word is called 
a suffix. Some suffixes are s, es, ed, ing, er, est, ly, ful, ible, ment, 
ive, ance, ence, ion, tion, ition, ation, sion, ous, ious, less, and al. 
sometimes a word will have two suffixes. For example, respectfully 
has two suffixes ful and ly added to the root word respect. 
2) Many words are formed by adding ed and ing without any change 
(furnish-furnished-furnishing). 
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3) Words ending in –y: 
(1) –ing form: keep –y and add –ing 
(2) –ed form change –y to –I, add -ed 
4) Words ending in –ie: 
(1) -ing form: change –ie to –y, add -ing 
(2) –ed form: add –d 
c. Prefixes 
A syllable placed before a word to change its meaning is called a prefix. 
Some prefixes are En-, Be-, Ac-, Im-, Un-, Dis-. 
d. Doubling the final consonant 
The final consonant of a word is often doubled when adding –ed, -ing, -
er , -est as in the following cases: 
1) Double final “b, d, g, l, m, n, p, r, and t” at the end of words: 
Rob  - robbing 
Sad  - sadder 
Big  - bigger 
Travel    - traveller 
Skim      - skimming 
Win  - winner 
Pop  - popping 
Prefer     - preferred 
Hit  - hitting 
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2) Double these final letters there is the following pattern “consonant – 
vowel - consonant” at the end of a word. For example: travel – ‘vel’ 
v – consonant – e – vowel I – consonant. 
3) Words of more than one syllable have their consonants doubled only 
when the final syllable is stressed. 
Begin – beginning, but open – opening 
Defer – deferring, but offer - offering 
4) When words have more than one syllable and end in ‘I’ British 
English always doubles the ‘I’, even in the case of unstressed 
syllables. American English, on the other hand, the ‘I’ is not doubled 
when the syllable is unstressed. 
 
C. Error and Mistake 
To differentiate between error and mistake are important to know for 
the teacher and the researcher. Every expert have defined differently between 
error and mistake. Mourtaga in Abushihab (2014: 214), stated that points out 
that errors and mistakes are different from each other because an error cannot 
be self-corrected and is caused by a learner’s inadequate knowledge of the 
target language whereas a mistake can be self-corrected. Gas and Selinker in 
Abushihab (2014: 214) explains that a mistake can be self-centered, but an 
error is systematic. As stated by Fauziati (2009: 139) that Errors are 
systematic, consistent deviate which is characteristic of the learners’ 
linguistic system at given stage of learning. Brown (2000: 217) also stated 
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that, a mistake is a performance error that students can correct themselves and 
be able to recognize their mistake. While error is a performance error that 
students cannot correct themselves and need another person to correct their 
errors. 
Based on the explanation above, a mistake is error that students can 
correct themselves, and an error is error that students cannot correct 
themselves, they need more explanation from the other like their teachers. 
The students usually make mistakes more than once, its mean that they make 
mistakes constantly or consistenly. Therefore, mistakes that happend 
consistently and continue is called Error. When the learners make errors, they 
will not be able to correct it by themselves because they do not know the 
concept. While, mistake is false that uncontinue. Its mean that they are aware 
when they made a false then they can be able to correct by themselves. So, 
those are differentiate between error and mistake. In this research the 
researcher only studied about the errors. That was why the researcher choose 
error analysis in this research. 
 
D. Error Analysis 
Ridha (2012: 26) stated that, Error analysis is the examination of those 
errors commited by the students in both spoken and written medium.  In the 
other hand, Brown (2000: 166) stated that error analysis is the study of 
students’ error which can be observed, analyzed, and classified to reveal 
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something of the system operating within the learners. Brown’s point of view 
implies that error analysis is useful for the teacher.  
As stated by Fauziati (2002: 77) that Error analysis is believed to be 
able to help the teachers to do the following thing: “first, determine the 
sequence of presentation of target items in textbook and classroom, with the 
difficult item following the easier ones. Second, decide the relative degree of 
emphasis, explanation and practice required in putting across various items in 
the target language. Third, devise remedial lessons and exercises. And finally, 
select items for testing the learner’s profiency”. 
 While, Richard and Schimidt (2002: 184) explained that, error analysis 
is identifying the process, whether identifying the strategies of the learner in 
language learning, identifying the cause of learner’s error, or identifying the 
common difficulties in language learning. Moreover, Gas and Selinker (2001: 
79) stated that error analysis is linguistic analysis that focuses on analyzing 
errors that the learners make.  
Based on explanation above, Error analysis is a tecnique to investigate 
an error in word and sentence in writing or speaking form. Error analisys also 
is a activity to observe, analyze, and classify student’s error. In the other 
hand, error analisys is process to identification and description error. Besides, 
Error analysis is useful and give some benefit for the teachers. 
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E. Spelling Error 
Botley et al (2007: 75) said that, “Spelling error still appear in large 
number in writing produced by learners even drilling and training technique 
did in every school or university”.  Harmer (2001: 271) also stated that, One 
of the reasons that spelling is difficult for students of English is that the 
correspondence between the sound of a word and the way it is spelt is not 
always obvious.  
The other statement given by Al-Zuoud and Kabilan (2013: 165) that 
many students produce misspelled  word, which result in disconnected 
sentences. The readers who are reading in wrongly spelled, can understand in 
the wrong way but they will be confused to understand the meaning intended 
by the writer. As stated by Miressa and Dumessa (2011: 105), spelling errors 
will influence the interpretation of a word in the minds of the readers. 
Perveen and Akram (2014: 2605) stated that sounds, letters, word 
parts, word meaning, and word history are those elements which play the 
important role in learning to spell the words of English language”. Spelling 
error usually occurs because the students cannot distinguish between letters 
and sound of the words when they write. Besides cannot distinguish between 
letters and sound, the students sometimes forget or dont know the use of 
apostrophe in the word when they write a word. 
 In learning English, students need to understand how to use 
apostrophe correctly. There are some rules in using an apostrophe.  Straus 
(2008: 63) stated that, When using the apostrophe with constractions, the 
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apostrophe is always places at the spot where the letter (s) has been removed, 
for example like “don’t”, “isn’t” and many others. Meanwhile, when using 
the aposthrope with the possession, the place of the apostrophe is before the 
(s) to show singular possession, for example “Mr. Chang’s house”. Those 
reason above may cause spelling errors in students’ writing. 
 
F. Types of Spelling Error 
In this research, the researcher used Bestgen and Grangers’ theory. 
Bestgen and Granger (2011: 5) stated that, there are 9 categories of spelling 
errors. They are letter, word, boundary, apostrophe, single letter addition, 
omission, substitution, transposition, and multiple errors letters as seen in the 
following table: 
Table 2.1 Categories of Spelling Errors 
Categories of Spelling error Example 
Omission of a letter Completly – Completely 
Concious - Conscious 
Distinc - Distinct 
Eople - People 
Mecanism - Mechanisms 
Throghout – Throughout 
Addition of a letter Develope – Develop 
Youngs – Young 
Alledged – Alleged 
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Eightheen – Eighteen 
Envolves – Evolves 
Ridicoulous - Ridiculous   
Single letter instead of double letter Especialy – Especially 
Robed – Robbed 
Adicts – Addicts 
Carots – Carrots 
Ocurred -  Occurred 
Occuring – Occurring 
Double letter instead of single letter Appartments – Apartments 
Allmighty – Almighty 
Detailled – Detailed 
Loosing – Losing 
Proffessors - Professors  
Substitution of one letter Lifes – Lives 
Dependend – Dependent 
Consecuently – Consequently 
Confortable – Comfortable 
Engeneering – Engineering 
Uncredible – Incredible 
Interchange of two adjacent letter Concieved – Conceived 
Birht – Birth 
Lfie – Life 
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Peopels – Peoples  
Entreprises – Enterprises 
Involving an apostrophe Its – It’s 
Womans – Woman’s 
Childrens’ – Children’s 
Erroneous splitting or joining of 
words (word segmentation error) 
Business_man – Businessman 
Every_one – Everyone 
Free_time – Freetime 
Every_day – Everyday 
Air_pollution – Airpollution 
Even_though – Eventhough 
Two or more error of the same type 
or of different types 
Unbalance – Imbalance 
Politic – Political 
Payed – Paid 
Weter – Whether 
Dustbinman – Dustman 
Theirselves – Themselves 
Begining – Beginning 
Configurating – Configuringoneous  
Divorcion - Divorce 
Hitted – Hit 
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Wing and Baddely (1980) and Cook (2004) in Ahmed (2017: 96) also 
stated that, the errors found in the selected samples’ written works have been 
classified into eight categories, which are as follows: 
1.  Addition (Insertion): When an extra letter are added to a word such as 
<verey> for <very> or <caluture> for <culture> 
2. Omission: When a letter is deleted or missed from a word such as 
<diffrent> for <different> and <blak> for <black>  
3. Substitution: When a letter is replaced by another one, such as <picnik> 
for <picnic> 
4. Transposition: When two neighboring letters transposed, such as <tow> 
for <two> 
5. Grapheme substitution: “Involving more than two letters but only a single 
cause, for example when an equivalent according to sound correspondence 
rules is substituted for the usual form, as in ‘thort’ for ‘thought’ ” (Cook, 
2004: 124) 
6. Word space: When a compound word were separated with a space or 
where not word space left between words, such as <break fast> for 
<breakfast> and <alot> for <a lot>. 
7. Capital: When a letter is capitalized unnecessarily or in sentence or a when 
required capital letter is written in lower case for instance, <i> for <I> or 
<My> for <my> in a sentence. 
8. Other: When an erroneous word cannot be classified under one particular 
given category or it has more than one type of spelling mistake in it such 
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as <colegge> for <colleague> or <langueg> for <language> as the latter 
contains both omission and substitution spelling error in it.    
 
G. Cause of Spelling Errors 
The students made spelling errors was essential. There were several 
causes of spelling errors by some expert. There were two sources errors 
namely, interlingual errors and intralingual errors. The first cause stated by 
Richards (1974: 35) that interlingual errors are errors caused by the 
interference of the learner’s mother tongue. Errors of this nature are frequent, 
regardless of the learner’s language background. Therefore, interlingual 
errors are caused by interference from native language to the target language 
that they learn. Before someone masters the concept of the target Language 
they will always use the concept of their native language, it called interlingual 
errors. 
The second cause stated by James (1998: 183) that intralingual errors 
are the less the learners knows about the target language, the more he is 
forced to draw upon any other prior knowledge he possesses. It is mostly 
because the learners do not know much about the target language.  
Norrish (1983: 21) stated there are three causes of errors such as 
carelessness, first language and translation. 
1) Carelessness 
Carelessness is often closely related to lack of motivation that contributes 
to the students’ achievement in English. There many factors that 
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contributes towards the students’ carelessness in learning English. The 
teacher should give motivation and have to provide the material well to 
encourage the students’ motivation to learn. 
2) First language 
When someone tries to learn habit the old ones will interference to the 
new ones. This cause of error is called first language interference, it 
means the first language has a big impact when the student learn foreign 
language or second language therefore most of the students interference 
their language when they learn second language. 
3) Translation 
Translation is one of the causes of error. This happens because the 
students’ translate their first language sentence or idiomatic expression 
into the target language word by word. This is probably the most 
common cause of errors, it means when the students learn second 
language they tried to translate the second language into their language 
therefore it make them error. 
 From several theories, there was Al Jayousis’ Theory. The researcher 
uses theory of Al Jayousi (2011: 49).  He stated that there are four causes 
related to spelling errors, first is irregularity of English, second is mother 
tongue interference, third is lack of knowledge of spelling rules and their 
exception, the last is performance. 
The first category of error is “Irregularity of English”. This category 
contains the errors are mostly caused by the non-phonetic nature of English 
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orthographic system. Homophones, words that have different meanings and 
different spellings but sound the same, also are expected to cause learners 
some confusion (Ringbom in Al-Jayousis Thesis, 2011: 49). The second 
cause of errors is “Mother Tongue Interference” this category includes the 
errors which result from the differences between the written and sound 
systems of English and Arabic (Based on the mother tongue). For example 
some learners would write change with the word shange. Then, another 
example is one of the errors was writing sea as see. This word was 
categorized as caused by the irregularity of English because this type of error 
neither fitted in the category of “Mother Tongue Interference. Another 
problem is the problem of graphemes that look the same but are written in 
different directions, d/b and p/q (Swan & Smith in Al-Jayousis Thesis, 2011: 
49).  
”Lack knowledge of spelling rules and their exceptions” is the third 
causes of errors. This category contains the words that were misspelled 
because students seemed to lack the ability to apply some of the basic 
spelling rules of English, such as in words that end with CVC combination 
letters, or dropping the final e when adding inflections ( Hildreth in Al-
Jayousis Thesis, 2011: 50). The final cause of error is “Performance”. This 
category contains the errors that students seem to commit as a result of haste 
or fatigue, such as writing m instead of n (Book and Harter in Al-Jayousis 
Thesis, 2011: 50). For example such as errors are writing I’w instead of I’m. 
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According to distinction between error and mistakes, performance errors are 
most probably mistakes, and not errors. 
 From four causes of error based on Al-Jayousi above, the researcher 
only focus on interlingua errors or mother tongue interference. Interlingual 
transfers are the sources of error that are caused by the interference of the 
learner’s mother tongue (native language) and the language that they are 
learning. They usually transfer the system of their mother tongue into foreign 
language. As stated by James (1998: 179) interlingual errors are caused by 
mother tongue influences.  
 
H. Dictation 
1. Definition of Dictation 
In the Longman dictionary of Applied Linguistics, Dictation is 
defined as a technique used in both language teaching and language 
testing in which a passage is read aloud to students or test takers, with 
pauses during which they must try to write down what they have heard as 
accurately as possible (Kazazoglu in Intan Nurjannah Thesis, 2017: 11). 
Davis and Rinvolucri in Intan Nurjannah Thesis (2017: 24), defined 
dictation as decoding the sounds of (English) and recording them in 
writing. In addition, Larsen Diane (2000: 31) stated that Dictation is when 
the teacher reads the passage three times. The first time the teacher reads 
at a normal speak, while the students just listen. The second time he reads 
the passage phrase by phrase, pausing long enough to allow students to 
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write down that they have heard. The last time the teacher again reads at a 
normal speed, and students check their work  
From the definition above, the first means that Dictation is a 
process to listening something (sentence, word or passage) from the 
teacher and the students record it in their mind then write down in their 
note. The second means that when students do the dictation, they do not 
only pay attention to the sound of the words read by the teacher but also 
understand about the meaning and be able to transfer the dictated passages 
to their book note. If they fail to concentrate on their listening, they will 
not be able to make quick guess what they actually have to write. 
 
2. Types of Dictation 
Based on Oller (1979: 264), there are five types of 
dictationprocedures that have been used in a variety of ways as testing 
techniques. Those five ways are elaborated as follows: 
a. Standard Dictation 
Standard dictation is probably the best known. Students are 
required to write verbal sequences of material as spoken by a teacher 
or played back from a recording. The material should be presented at a 
normal conversational speed and is given in sequences that are long 
enough to challenge students’ short term memory. 
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b. Partial Dictation 
Partial dictation called spot dictation. This type has close 
relation with the standard dictation, but the students are given either 
the written version of the text or the spoken one. The students must 
listen to the spoken material and fulfill in the missing portion in the 
written version. It is easier to perform because more sensory 
information is given concerning the message; a partial version and a 
complete spoken version.  
c. Dictation with competing noise 
This type dictation is rather difficult because the material is 
presented with adding noise. The kind of dictation drills the students 
to be used to everyday communication context where language is used 
in less than ideal acoustic condition; for example, we are trying to 
have a conversation in someone’s living room when the television and 
air conditioner are producing a high level of competing noise or trying 
to hear a message over to public address system in a busy situation, 
etc.  
d. Dicto-comp  
This type of dictation is actually a combination of two forms, 
namely dictation and composition. Here, the teacher read the whole 
passage three times and the students are only given chance to write 
their work after the teacher has finished the third reading. They should 
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recall the whole story and write the story as a reproduction of what 
they heard. 
e. Elicited imitation 
In this case, the students listen to the material, but instead of 
write down the material, the students are asked to repeat it or 
otherwise recount what was said. 
  
3. Material’s Preparation and Procedures to giving dictation test 
Intan Nurjannah in her Thesis (2017: 27), stated that there were 
some preparation that must be followed, those were: 
a. Teachers have to select suitable materials to be dictated. 
b. The word that dictated should have been taught to the students before. 
c. The word dictated should be selected and chosen from simple word. 
d. Teachers gave to select suitable procedures which are appropriated in 
giving dictation test. 
There were two ways of giving dictation test: The teacher reads 
the words directly by himself, or use the words dictated have been 
recorded before. The teacher is required to read the passage here times 
in all: first, at normal; speed; then, with pauses between phrases or 
natural word groups so that the students my write down what they 
have just heard, and finally, at normal speed once more so they can 
check their work. 
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I. Writing 
1. Definition of Writing 
Writing is the most difficult skill for the English Learners as the 
second language to master. The difficulties are the structure, grammar, 
ideas and another. The skill in writing includes the competence of 
punctuation and capitalization. And the addition, spelling is the one of the 
difficulty that often find from students in writing. But, Error analysis in 
spelling is often needed to help identify the types of difficulty a student is 
having. From that, we know that writing is one of important complex 
communication form, so language learners need to learn.  
As we know that writing is one of the four skills, the three others are 
reading, listening, and speaking. There are many definitions of writing 
according to many experts. Kay in Westwood (2004: 100) stated that 
writing is a highly complex process involving multiple brain mechanisms 
and specific abilities. The act of writing needs the writer to formulate 
ideas, organize, and sequence points in logical order, select vocabulary, 
check for gramatical correctness, spell words correctly, punctuate, and 
write clearly. As stated by Keir (2009: 7) writing is a process involving the 
steps of gathering ideas and/or information, organizing those ideas, then 
making a draft which will later be edited and revised.    
In the other hand, Harmer (2007: 13) mentioned that writing 
involves what we are going to write. The first is drafting it. And then 
reviewing and editing that we have written and producing a final version. 
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Thus, we may plan, draft, re-plan, draft, edit, re-edit, re-plan, etc. before 
we produce our version. Another definition of writing is proposed by  
Nation (2009: 112) writing is an activity that can usefully be prepared for 
by work in other skills of listening, speaking, and reading. This preparation 
can make it possible for words that have been used receptively to come 
into productive use. 
From the definition above, it can be concluded that writing is one of 
the most difficult skill because it combines receptive and productive skills. 
And writing is process of generating ideas, person’s ability to 
communicate information to someone or others.  
2. Kinds of Writing 
There were three kinds of writing: 
a. Free writing 
John Lagan (2003: 17) stated that, “Free writing is just sitting down 
and writing whatever comes to your mind about a topic”.  It means 
that free writing, the student just write anything that they want to 
write, without worrying about spelling or grammar, do not stop until 
they run out of something to say in their writing because it is free. 
b. Controlled Writing 
Hyland (2004: 4) stated that controlled writing in which learners often 
control or use in a skillful way “fixed patterns from substitution 
tables”. The students do a particular degree of manipulation on fixed 
patterns. 
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c. Guided Writing 
Hyland (2004: 4) stated that guided writing in which learners imitate 
given texts. So, the students imitate the model texts. 
 
J. Curriculum  
According to Undang-Undang Nomor 20 Tahun 2003 Pasal 1 Ayat (19) 
tentang Sistem Pendidikan Nasional, kurikulum adalah seperangkat rencana 
dan pengaturan mengenai tujuan, isi, dan bahan pelajaran serta cara yang 
digunakan sebagai pedoman penyelenggaraan kegiatan pembelajaran untuk 
mencapai tujuan pendidikan tertentu. Based on this definition, there are two 
dimensions of curriculum. The first are planning and arrangement of the goal, 
content, and material of the study. The second is the way or method used in 
teaching learning process. 
Nasir (2015: 247) stated that Curriculum is an important tool for the 
succes of education. Without appropriate curriculum, it is difficult to reach 
the goal of education. In the history of education of Indonesia, Indonesia has 
several times in held curriculum change and improvement to adapting the 
curriculum with improvement and progress of time in order to achieve the 
maximum result. The decree ministry of education (Permendiknas) chapter 
160 in 2014 decides that there are two curriculums that use in Indonesia, 
KTSP and 2013 Curriculum.  
UU 20/2003 explained that “Tema Pengembangan Kurikulum 2013 
adalah kurikulum yang dapat menghasilkan insan Indonesia yang produktif , 
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kreatif, inovatif, afektif melalui penguatan sikap, ketrampilan, dan 
pengetahuan yang terintegrasi”. So, the 2013 Curriculum emphasizes some 
aspects, namely: graduate competence (kompetensi lulusan), contents, 
structure, and process of learning, process of evaluation/assessment, syllabus, 
and textbook. 
Febrian in his Article Publication (2015: 4) said that Syllabus is the 
description of the materials that should be taught by the teacher to the 
students. Etymologically syllabus means as a “label” or “table of content”. 
Syllabus can be said as a part of curriculum or selection and grading of 
content. According to Nunan in Febrian Article (2015: 4), “Curriculum” is 
concerned with the planning, implementation, evaluation, management, and 
administration of education program. “Syllabus”, on the other hand, focuses 
more narrowly on the selection and grading of content. Thus, syllabus refers 
to the content of knowledge to be taught. 
Teaching activity is divided into three stages: First, pre-teaching. It is 
conducted to encourage students’ motivation and to attract their attention in 
learning participation. It can be interpreted that there are apperception and 
motivation conveyed to students in the beginning of teaching-learning 
process. Second, whilst-teaching. It is the process of teaching and learning to 
achieve basic competence which is conducted systematically through 
observing, questioning, exploring, associating, and communicating phases. 
Observing is in which students are facilitated to observe the object, 
Questioning is in which students are engaged to ask about the result of 
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observing the object, Exploring and Associating are in which students are 
facilitated to collect, to process, and to analyze the information, while 
communicating is in which students are confirmed, delivered and 
communicated the information or their projects then gotten the feedback or 
reflection. Third, post-teaching. It is conducted by concluding the lesson, 
doing assessment and reflection, and providing feedback and follow-up 
towards students. 
 
K. Previous Studies  
The researcher will show the previous studies that were in line with this 
research entitled Spelling Error Analysis in Students’ Writing at Tenth Grade 
in MAN 1 Boyolali in the Academic Year of 2016/2017. This thesis was 
written by Siti Hikmah (IAIN Surakarta, 2017). The subject of the research 
above was the tenth grade students of MAN 1 Boyolali in the academic year 
of 2016/2017. Meanwhile, the subject of this research was eleventh grade 
students of SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar in the academic year of 
2018/2019. In this research the researcher focuses on spelling vocabularies 
error by the students. While, she only focused on spelling error by the 
students. 
The second previous study was conducted by Nur Insiyah (IAIN 
Surakarta, 2017) entitled An Error Analysis of English Pronunciation made 
by Students at the First Semester of English Education Department of IAIN 
Surakarta in the Academic Year 2016/2017. This research has similarity with 
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the researcher method, it is descriptive qualitative. She focused in errors 
pronunciation. Meanwhile, the researcher focused in errors spelling 
vocabularies.  
The third previous study was conducted by Siti Muawanah (IAIN 
Surakarta) entitled An Analysis of Pronounciation Errors of the fourth 
Semester of IAIN Surakarta in Drama Performance entitled “Night are 
Longer in Samarkand” in Academic Year 2014/2015. The researcher took the 
same data analysis technique with that previous study above. They are 
identifying, categorizing, and drawing the conclusion. That research focused 
in error pronunciation, especially in vowels. This research focused in errors 
spelling vocabulary.  
The fourth previous study was conducted by Nurul Diniyati (UNNES, 
2009) entitled The Use of Crossword Puzzles to Improve Students’ Spelling 
(An Action Research of Fourth Grade Students of SDN Cokro, Grabag 
Kabupaten Magelang in the Academic Year of 2008/2009). The objectives 
from that previous study were to find out the possibility of using crossword 
puzzles in teaching the fourth grade and to find out the effectiveness of using 
crossword puzzles to improve the students’ spelling. But the objectives from 
this research are to describe the types of student’s error on spelling 
vocabularies in writing and to identify the factors that influence the error 
spelling by the students at the eleventh grade. 
Based on the three previous studies above, there were similarities and 
differences. The similarities were concerning in error analysis. Then, the 
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similarity between the first and the fourth previous study was about Spelling. 
The difference of the second and the third was about pronunciation errors. 
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CHAPTER III 
 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
 
 
 
A. The Research Design 
In this research the researcher used descriptive qualitative method. It 
means this research employed the descriptive and qualitative method of 
analysis. Miles et al (2014: 9) stated that Qualitative research is conducted 
through intense and/or prolonged contact with participants in a naturalistic 
setting to investigate the everyday and/or exceptional live of individuals, 
groups, societies, and organizations. It means that qualitative research study 
things in their natural settings to individuals, groups and other. Qualitative 
research is aimed to get the deep understanding about individuals or particular 
groups as describe to a social or human problem (Creswell, 2012: 4). 
Moleong (2002: 6) stated that one of the characteristics of qualitative 
study is descriptive. Qualitative method yield descriptive data that are 
appropriate with characteristic of  the qualitative research. As stated by 
Fraenkel and Wallen (2006: 12), descriptive metdod aims at documenting an 
event, situation, or circumstance. This research aimed to describe the types of 
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spelling vocabularies error on students’ writing of SMA Muhammadiyah 1 
Karanganyar, so the qualitative design was suitable for this research. 
 
B. Research Setting 
1. Place of the Research 
This research was conducted at SMA Muhammadiyah 1 
Karanganyar. This school is one of senior high schools in Karanganyar. It 
is located in Jl. Brigjen Slamet Riyadi No 12 Tegalgede, Karanganyar 
subdistrict, Karanganyar regency, postcode 57714. The location is strategis 
and very easy to find this school, because regency on the street and the 
public transportation is very available. 
 There were some reasons why the researcher chose SMA 
Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar. The first because the researcher did 
teaching practice “Magang 3” during two month in SMA Muhammadiyah 
1 Karanganyar. The second researcher’s reason in considering SMA 
Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar as source of the data in this paper is that 
because based on the researcher’s observation when doing teaching 
practice at SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar, she found the students 
who have some problems in writing skill, especially in spelling 
vocabulary. Then, she choose eleventh grade, especially in XI MIA 7  
class because the majority of that students made errors when the researcher 
did spelling practice through dictation. 
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2. Time of the Research 
This research was conducted in the academic year of 2018/2019. 
The schedules for the activities are as follow:  
Table 3.1 Research Schedule 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
N
o 
Activity Augus
t 2018 
Marc
h 
2019 
Apri
l 
Ma
y 
Jun
e 
Jula
y 
Augus
t 
1 Pre-
Observatio
n 
       
2 Thesis 
Proposal 
Seminar 
       
3 Observatio
n 
       
4 Analyzing 
the Data 
       
5 Thesis 
Examinatio
n 
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C. Subject of The Study 
The subject of this research was the eleventh grade students of SMA 
Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar. There were twelve classes at eleventh grade of 
SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar: they are (XI MIA 1. ICT, XI MIA 2. 
ICP, XI MIA 3. Tahfidz, XI MIA 4. Taruna, XI MIA 5 until 7, XI IIS 1. Orkes, 
XI IIS 2 until 5) each class consist of 38 until 44 students. The researcher 
chooses XI MIA 7 as the subject of the research.  
 
D. The Technique of Data Collection 
Arikunto (2006: 134), stated that there are five methods in data 
collection; interview, observation, test, questionnaire, and documentation. In 
this research, the researcher uses two kinds of methods in collecting the data; 
there are Documentation and Interview. 
1. Documentation  
Data is collected by document analysis. Documents represent a good 
resource for text (word) in data qualitative study, and they give the 
advantage of being in language and words of the participants (Creswell, 
2012: 223). 
(1) Students’ Worksheet 
Students’ worksheet is sheets containing the task to be done by 
the learners. Student activity sheet is usually in the form of instructions, 
the steps to complete a task. A worksheet includes at least the criteria 
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relating to achieve / absence of a basic competencies mastered by 
learners stated by Abdul Majid, (2008).  
The teacher got the students worksheet by giving a Dictation 
word test in the class, then the researcher observe it. After the teacher 
had done the steps above, the researcher collected the the students 
worksheet that gave by the teacher. The researcher analyzed the 
students’ error in tasks of spelling vocabularies through Dictation word 
test that gave by the teacher.  
(2) Recording 
Records are the document of an event or activities. The researcher 
uses the recorded video to get the data in Teaching Learning Process. 
This data are very important because they help her to find out the 
students error in spelling vocabularies. 
2. Interview  
Sugiyono (2010: 317) stated that the interview is a meeting of two 
persons to exchange information and idea through question and responses, 
resulting in communication and joint construction of meaning about a 
particular topic. It means that interview is dialog of two persons who meet 
face to face, then they mutual to give question and responses to get the 
information. The researcher made an interview with the students and the 
teacher in SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar about error spelling 
vocabularies by the students. 
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E. The Technique of Data Analysis 
After the data collected, it must be analyzed. The technique that was 
used to analyze the data is descriptive analysis. The data which was collected 
by the researcher, was analyzed into students’ task. The steps in analyzing the 
data are identifying, categorizing, and drawing the conclusion (Hadi, 1983: 3). 
1. Identifying 
In this steps, the researcher tried to find out the error in sample of the 
research by underlining the errors. 
2. Categorizing 
After the researcher had done the steps above, the researcher categorized the 
errors. The errors were categorized based on Bestgen and Granger’s theory 
in year of 2011. 
3. Drawing the conclusion 
The last steps, the researcher do was drawing the conclusion. In drawing the 
conclusion, the researcher had to make a valid conclusion of the analysis 
that consist of a brief description of the result of the study. 
 
F. The Trustworthiness of Data 
In qualitative research, there was a common technique that was usually 
used to increase the research data validity. This technique was called 
Triangulation. Triangulation is a powerful way of demonstrating concurrent 
validity, particularly in qualitative research (Cohen, 2007: 141).  
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1. Theoretical triangulation: This type draws upon alternative or competing 
theories in preference to utilizing one viewpoint only. 
2.  Methodological triangulation: This type uses either the same method on 
different occasions, or different methods on the same object of study. 
3. Investigator triangulation: This type engages more than one observer, data 
are discovered independently by more than one observer. 
In this research, the researcher used Investigator triangulation as the 
technique of data validity. The data findings were consulted and discussed with 
the English lecturer of IAIN Surakarta Mr. Dwi Cahyono, M.Pd. The lecturer 
observed and re-cheked the data that had been analyzed by the researcher. 
Then, if the data was validated by the English lecturer, the findings were 
described and discussed in the research report.   
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CHAPTER IV 
 
RESEARCH FINDING AND DISCUSSION 
 
 
   
 
A. Research Finding 
1. Identification and Description Error 
In this section, the researcher identified and described the errors found 
in students’ spelling test through dictation word by the teacher. The researcher 
presents the identification and description of errors in the form of table below: 
1) Student 1 (A Z) 
There were three types of error found in the students’ 1 worksheet 
in Dictation test. The error shows in the table below: 
Table 4.1 Types of Errors in Student 1 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected 
Spelling Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Whethe Whether Omission of a 
letter 
2. Thruoghout Throughout Interchange of 
two adjacent 
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Based on the table above the student 1 made three types of spelling 
errors, omission of a letter, interchange of two adjacent letter and 
multiple errors. The first error was omission of a letter, the student 
wrote the word “Whether” which was incorrectly written as “Whethe”. 
The student omitted letter r in the last word. The second type of error 
was interchange of two adjacent letters. It found in the word 
“Throughout” which was incorrectly written as “Thruoghout” the 
student change the position of letter o-u with u-o. 
The last type of error was multiple errors, the researcher found in 
three words such as in the words “Bicycle”, “Rudi’s Clothes” and 
“Knows, Nose”. The first word was “Bicycle” which was incorrectly 
written as “Bycicle”. The student substitute letters i with letter y and 
substitute letter y with letter i. The second word was “Rudi’s Clothes” 
which was incorrectly written as “Rudies Clouds”. The student made 
some errors namely, involving an apostrophe in the word “Rudi’s” was 
incorrectly as “Rudies”, addition of letters e and addition letter u, 
letter 
3. Bycicle Bicycle Multiple errors 
4. Rudies Clouds Rudi’s Clothes Multiple errors 
5. Nose Nouse Knows, Nose Multiple Errors 
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substitution letter d as t, omission letters h and e. The last words were 
“Knows, Nose” which were incorrectly written as “Nose, Nous”. In the 
first word “Knows”, the student omitted letter k and omitted letter w 
then added of a letter e. Then, in the second word “Nose”, the student 
put letter u and omitted letter e. 
2) Student 2 (A F R) 
There were three types error made by student 2 namely, 
Substitution of one letter, Omission of a letter and Multiple errors. The 
identification and description shows in the table below: 
 Table 4.2 Types of Errors in Student 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.2 shows that the student made three types of error. The 
first type of error was in the word “Find” which was incorrectly as 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Fine Find Substitution of 
one letter 
2. Wethe Whether Multiple errors 
3. Rudis Cloths Rudi’s Clothes Multiple errors 
4. True_out Throughout Multiple errors 
5. Nose nose Knows, Nose Multiple errors 
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“Fine”. The student substitutes letter e as d. The second type of error 
was multiple errors. The researcher found in four words such as in the 
words “Whether”, “Rudi’s Clothes”, “Throughout” and “Knows, 
Nose”. The first word was found in the word “Whether” which was 
erroneously written as “Wethe” the student omitted  letter h and omitted 
letter r. The second word was “Rudi’s Clothes” which was incorrectly 
written as “Rudis Cloths”. The student made two errors namely 
involving an apostrophe; the student did not put an apostrophe in a 
word “Rudi’s” then the student omitted a letter e.  
Then, the third word was “Throughout” which was incorrectly 
written as “True out” the student made three errors namely omission of 
two letters h, omission of letter o and omission of letter g, word 
segmentation error; the student put space in that word, addition of letter 
e. The last word was in the word “Knows, Nose” it was incorrectly 
written as “Nose nose”. There are two words that difference. In the first 
word “Knows”, the student omitted letter k, omitted letter w and add a 
letter e. Then, in the second word “Nose”, the student was written 
correctly. 
3) Student 3 (A B) 
There were four types of errors made by student 3 namely, word 
segmentation error, addition of a letter, omission of a letter and multiple 
errors. The identification and description shows in the Table 4.3. 
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Table 4.3 Types of Errors in Student 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.3 shows fourth types of errors made by the student 3. The 
first error was word segmentation error. It found in the word 
“Meanwhile” which was incorrectly written as “Mean_while”, the 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of 
Errors 
1. Mean_while Meanwhile Word 
Segmentation 
error 
2. Throughoute Throughout Addition of a 
letter 
3. Nows, Nose Knows, Nose Omission of a 
letter 
4. Bycicle Bicycle Multiple errors 
5. Agry Agree Multiple errors 
6. Water Whether Multiple 
Errors 
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student put space between the word Mean and while, actually there was 
no space between those words, it called word segmentation error. The 
second type was addition of a letter. It found in the word “Throughout” 
which was incorrectly written as “Throughoute” the student add letter e 
in the last word, it should be deleted. The third type of error was 
omission of a letter. The researcher found in the word “Knows, Nose” 
which was incorrectly written as “Nows, Nose” the student omitted a 
letter k.  
Then, the last type of error was multiple errors. The error found in 
three words such as in the words “Bicycle”, “Agree” and “Whether”. 
The first word was in the word “Bicycle” which was incorrectly written 
as “Bycicle” the students made two errors namely substitution letter y 
as i and substitution letter i as y. The second word was “Agree” which 
was incorrectly written as “Agry” the students also made two errors 
namely substitution letter y as e and omission of a letter e. The third 
word was “Whether” which was incorrectly written as “Water” the 
student made two errors namely omission two letter h and substitution 
of a letter e with a. 
4) Student 4 (A N R) 
There were four types of errors made by student 4 namely, 
omission of a letter, substitution of one letter, double letter instead of 
single letter and multiple errors. The identification and description 
shows in the table below: 
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Table 4.4 Types of Errors in Student 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Based on the table above the student 4 made four types of errors. 
The first type of error was Omission of a letter. The researcher found in 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected 
Spelling Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Live Lives Omission of a 
letter 
2. Fine Find Substitution of one 
letter 
3. Eightteen Eighteen Double letter 
instead single letter 
4. Minwail Meanwhile Multiple errors 
5. Rudy’s Cloth Rudi’s Clothes Multiple errors 
6. Water Whether Multiple errors 
7. Road Throughout Multiple errors 
8. Nose – nose Knows, Nose Multiple errors 
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the word “Lives” which was incorrectly written as “Live”. The student 
omitted a letter s. Then, the second type of error was Substitution of one 
letter. It was found in the word “Find” which was incorrectly written as 
“Fine”. The student substitutes letter e as d, because those words have 
same sound in different letters. The third type of error was double letter 
instead of single letter. The researcher found the error in the word 
“Eighteen” which was incorrectly written as “Eightteen”, the student 
put double t in the word “Eighteen” it was actually single letter of t.  
The last type of error was multiple errors. The researcher found in 
some words such as “Meanwhile” which was incorrectly written as 
“Minwail” the student substitute letter ea with letter i then letter h with 
letter a and omission of a letter e. Then, in the word “Rudi’s Clothes” 
which was incorrectly written as “Rudy’s Cloth”, the student substitute 
of one letter y as i because the sound almost same and the student 
omitted letters e and s in the word “Clothes”. In the same type of error, 
the researcher found the word that contained multiple errors it was in 
the word “Whether” and “Throughout” which were incorrectly written 
as “Water”, the student omitted two letters such as h and h, then the 
student substitutes a letter e became letter a.  
However, in the word “Road” the student made more than one error 
namely omission of some letters t, h, u, g, h, o, u, and t, and addition of 
letters a and d, it called multiple errors. The last multiple errors type 
was found in the word “Knows, Nose” which was incorrectly written as 
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“Nose - nose”. The student made multiple errors in the first word 
“Knows”, because omitted letters like k and w and added a letter e after 
s, it should be deleted. Then, in the second word “Nose”, the student 
was written correctly.  
5) Student 5 (A W L) 
 There were two types of errors made the student 5 namely, double letter 
instead of single letter and multiple errors. The identification 
description shows in the table below: 
Table 4.5 Types of Errors in Student 5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Based on the table 4.5 the researcher found two types of error in 
student 5. The first error was double letter instead of single letter. The 
researcher found the error in the word “Eighteen” which was incorrectly 
written as “Eightteen”, the student put double t in the word “Eighteen” 
it was actually single letter of t. The last word was “Knows, Nose” 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Eightteen Eighteen Double letter 
instead of single 
letter 
2. Nose Nose Knows, Nose Multiple errors 
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which was incorrectly written as “Nose nose”, the student made 
multiple errors in the first word “Knows”, because omitted letters like k 
and w and added a letter e after s, and it should be deleted. Then, in the 
second word “Nose”, the student was written correctly.  
6) Student 6 (A V) 
The researcher found one type of error in the student 6 namely, 
substitution of one letter. The identification and description shows in 
the table below: 
Table 4.6 Types of Errors in Student 6 
 
 
 
 
 
Based on the table above there was one error in student 6. It was 
substitution of one letter. The student made error in the word “Find” 
which was incorrectly written as “Fine” the student substitute letter d 
with letter e because pronunciation of the word “find” and “fine” almost 
same. 
7) Student 7 (B B A) 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Fine Find Substitution of 
one letter 
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There were fourth types of error made by the student 7 namely 
single letters instead of double letter, involving an apostrophe, 
interchange of two adjacent letters and multiple errors. The 
identification and description shows in the table 4.7. 
Table 4.7 Types of Errors in Student 7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Based on the table 4.7 the researcher found fourth types of error in 
student 7. The first error was single letter instead of double letter. The 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Eighten 
 
Eighteen 
 
Single letter 
instead of 
double letter 
2. Rudis Clothes Rudi’s Clothes Involving an 
apostrophe 
3. Wehther Whether Interchange of 
two adjacent 
letter 
4. Troghout Throughout Multiple errors 
5.  Lipse Lives Multiple errors 
6. Knows, Knouws Knows, Nose Multiple errors 
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researcher found in the word “Eighten” which was incorrectly written 
as “Eighten” the student only put single letter of e, actually there was 
double letter of e. The second error was involving an apostrophe. It 
found in the word “Rudi’s Clothes” which was incorrectly written as 
“Rudis Clothes” the student did not put apostrophe in the word 
“Rudi’s”. The third error was interchange of two adjacent letters. It 
found in the word “Whether” which was incorrectly written as 
“Wehther” the student change the position of letter h-e with e-h.  
The fourth error was multiple errors. It found in the word 
“Throughout” which was incorrectly written as “Troghout” the student 
omitted two letters, h and u. The same type of multiple errors was in the 
words “Lives” and “Knows, Nose” which were incorrectly written as 
“Lipse” the student made two errors namely substitution of letter v with 
p and interchange of two adjacent letters; the student change the 
position of letter e-s with s-e. However in the word “Knows, Knouws” 
the student made two errors in the second word namely addition of 
letter k, addition of letter u, addition of letter w and omission of letter e. 
Then, in the first word the student was written correctly. 
8) Student 8 (B R) 
There were four types of error made by the student 8 namely, 
substitution of one letter, involving an apostrophe, omission of a letter 
and multiple errors. The identification and description shows in the 
below: 
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Table 4.8 Types of Errors in Student 8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.8 shows fourth types of errors in student 8. The first was 
substitution of one letter. The researcher found in the word “Find” 
which was incorrectly written as “Fine””, the student substitute letter e 
as letter d. The second type was involving an apostrophe. It found in the 
word “Rudi’s Clothes” which was incorrectly written as “Rudis 
Clothes” the student did not put apostrophe in the word “Rudi’s”. The 
third type was omission of a letter. It found in the word “Whether” 
which was incorrectly written as “Wether” the student omitted a letter 
of h. 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of 
Errors 
1. Fine 
 
Find 
 
Substitution of 
one letter 
2. Rudis Clothes Rudi’s Clothes Involving an 
apostrophe 
3. Wether Whether Omission of a 
letter 
4. Throug_out Throughout Multiple errors 
5. Knows knows Knows, Nose Multiple errors 
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The fourth type of error was multiple errors. The researcher found 
in two words such as “Throughout” and “Knows, Nose”. The student 
made two errors in the word “Throug out” namely omission of a letter h 
and word segmentation error; the student put space in that word. The 
last multiple error was in the word “Knows, Knows” the student written 
correctly in the first word but in the second word the student made two 
errors namely addition of letter k and w and omission of letter e. 
9) Student 9 (C S) 
The type of error made by the student 9 was multiple errors. The 
identification and description shows in the table below: 
Table 4.9 Types of Errors in Student 9 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Leaves Lives Multiple errors 
2. Bycicle Bicycle Multiple errors 
3. Aggre Agree Multiple errors 
4. Mindwhile Meanwhile Multiple errors 
5. Rudis Clots Rudi’s Clothes Multiple errors 
6. Nose – nose Knows, Nose Multiple errors 
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Based on the table above, the researcher found one type of error 
with sixth words made by the student 9. The type of error was multiple 
errors. The researcher found sixth words errors such as in the word 
“Lives” which incorrectly written as “Leaves”, the student made two 
errors namely substitution letter i with letter e then addition letter a. 
However, in the word “Bicycle” which was incorrectly written as 
“Bycicle” the student made two errors again namely substitution letter y 
as i and substitution letter i as y. In the same type of multiple errors, 
The researcher found again in the words such as “Agree” and 
“Meanwhile” which were incorrectly written as “Aggre” the student 
made some types of error namely, double letter instead of single letter; 
the student put double letter of g, actually single letter of g. Then single 
letter instead of double letter; the student only put single letter of e. 
However in the word “Mindwhile” the student made three errors 
namely substitution of letters e with i, omittion of letter a and addition 
of a letter d.  
Then, in the same type of multiple errors was in the words “Rudi’s 
Clothes” and “Knows, Nose” which were incorrectly written as “Rudis 
Clots” the student made two errors namely involving an apostrophe and 
omission of two letters h and e. However in the word “Nose - nose” the 
student made multiple errors in the first word “Knows”, because 
omitted letter k and omitted letter w then added a letter e after s, it 
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should be deleted. Then, in the second word “Nose”, the student was 
written correctly. 
10) Student 10 (D A) 
There were four types of error occurred in student 10 they are, 
involving an apostrophe, substitution of one letter, omission of a letter 
and multiple errors. The identification and description shows in the 
table below: 
Table 4.10 Types of Errors in Student 10 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Live’s 
 
Lives Involving an 
apostrophe  
2. Bycycle Bicycle Substitution of 
one letter 
3. Troughout Throughout Omission of one 
letter 
4. Mine_While Meanwhile Multiple errors 
5. Rudy’s Klots Rudi’s Clothes Multiple errors 
6. Weather Whether Multiple errors 
7. Nose Nose Knows, Nose Multiple errors 
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Table 4.10 shows fourth types of error in student 10. The first error 
was involving an apostrophe. The student made error in the word 
“Lives” which was incorrectly written as “Live’s”, the student put 
apostrophe in the word “Lives”, the apostrophe should be deleted. The 
second type of error was substitution of one letter. It found in the word 
“Bicycle” which was incorrectly written as “Bycyle”, the student 
substitute letter y as i after letter b. The third type of error was omission 
of a letter. The researcher found in the word “Throughout” which was 
incorrectly written as “Troughout” the student only omitted letter h.  
The last type of error was multiple errors. The researcher found in 
some word such as in the word “Meanwhile” and “Rudi’s Clothes” 
which were incorrectly written as “Mine While” the student made four 
type of errors namely substitution letters e with i, omission of letter a, 
addition of letter e and word segmentation error in the word 
“Meanwhile”. However in the word “Rudy’s Klots” the student made 
two errors namely substitution letter y as i, letter k as c and omission 
two letters; h and e. Then, in the word “Whether” which was incorrectly 
written as “Weather” the student omitted letter h and add letter a, it 
should be deleted. The same type multiple errors was found in the word 
“Knows, Nose” which was incorrectly written as “Nose Nose” the 
student made multiple errors in the first word “Knows”, because 
omitted letter k and omitted letter w then added a letter e after s, it 
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should be deleted. Then, in the second word “Nose”, the student was 
written correctly. 
11) Student 11 (E O R) 
The researcher found four types of error in student 11 they are, 
substitution of one letter, single letter instead of double letter, 
interchange of two adjacent letters and multiple error. The identification 
and description shows in the table 4.11. 
Table 4.11 Types of Errors in Student 11 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Fine Find Substitution of 
one letter 
2. Rudy’s Clothes Rudi’s Clothes Substitution of 
one letter 
3. Eighten Eighteen Single letter 
instead of 
double letter 
4. Thruoghout Throughout Interchange of 
two adjacent 
letters 
5. Life Lives Multiple errors 
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Table 4.11 shows four types of error made by the student 11. The 
first type of error was substitution of one letter. The researcher found in 
two words such as “Find” and “Rudi’s Clothes” which were incorrectly 
written as “Fine”, the student substitute letter d with letter e. However 
in the word “Rudy’s Clothes” the student substitute letter y as i. The 
second type of error was single letter instead of double letter. The 
student made error in the word “Eighteen” which was incorrectly 
written as “Eighten”. In the word “Eighteen” the student only put single 
letter of e, actually there was double letter of e. The third type of error 
was interchange of two adjacent letters. The researcher found in the 
word “Throughout” which was incorrectly written as “Thruoghout” the 
student change the position letters of o-u with letters u-o.  
The last type of error was multiple errors. The researcher found in 
two words such as “Lives” and “Knows, Nose” which were incorrectly 
written as “Life” the student substitute letter f as v and omitted letter s. 
However in the word “Nose Nows” the student made error in the first 
and second word. In the first word the student omitted letter k and 
omitted letter w then add letter e, however in the second word the 
student add letter w and omitted letter e. 
 
  
6. Nose Nows Knows, Nose Multiple errors 
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12) Student 12 (G R) 
There were three types of error made by the student 12 namely, 
substitution of one letter, omission of letter and multiple errors. The 
identification and description shows in the below: 
Table 4.12 Types of Errors in Student 12 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.12 shows three types of errors in student 12. The first was 
substitution of one letter. The researcher found in the word “Lives” 
which was incorrectly written as “Lifes” the student substitute letter f as 
letter v. The second type of error was omission of a letter.  It found in 
the word “Throughout” which was incorrectly written as “Troughout” 
the student omitted letter h. The third type of error was multiple errors. 
The researcher found in two words such as “Whether” and “Knows, 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Lifes Lives Substitution of 
one letter 
2. Troughout Throughout Omission of 
letter 
3. Weather Whether Multiple errors 
4. Nows Nows Knows, Nose Multiple errors 
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Nose” which were incorrectly written as “Weather” the student made 
two errors namely omission of a letter h and addition of letter a. 
However in the word “Nows, Nows” the student made errors in the first 
and second word. In the first word the student omitted letter k and the 
second word the student add letter w then omitted letter e. 
13) Student 13 (I N R) 
There were three types of error made by the student 13 namely, 
word segmentation error, substitution of one letter and multiple errors. 
The identification and description shows in the below: 
Table 4.13 Types of Errors in Student 13 
 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Mean_while Meanwhile Word 
segmentation 
error 
2. Rudy’s Clothes Rudi’s Clothes Substitution of 
one letter  
3. Life Lives Multiple errors 
4. Weather Whether Multiple errors 
5. True_out Throughout Multiple errors 
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Table 4.13 shows that the student 13 made three types of error. The 
first type of error was word segmentation error. The student made error 
in the word “Meanwhile” which was incorrectly written as 
“Mean_while” the student put space in that word, actually that word 
was one word. The second type of error was substitution of one letter. It 
found in the word “Rudi’s Clothes” which was incorrectly written as 
“Rudy’s Clothes” the student substitute letter y as i.  
The third type of error was multiple errors. The researcher found in 
some words such as “Lives” and “Whether” which were incorrectly 
written as “Life” the student made two types of error namely 
substitution of letter f as v and omission of a letter s. However in the 
word “Weather” the student omitted letter h and add letter a. Then, in 
the same type of multiple errors the researcher found in the words 
“Throughout” and “Knows, Nose” which were incorrectly written as 
“True out” the student made five errors namely omission of  letter h that 
happened in two place, omission of letter o and omission of letter g, 
addition of letter e and word segmentation error between the word 
“Through” and “out”; actually those words was one word that should 
not be separated became “Throughout”. Then, in the word “Nose Nose” 
the student made multiple errors in the first word “Knows”, because 
6. Nose Nose Knows, Nose Multiple errors 
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omitted letters like k and omitted letter w then added a letter e after s, it 
should be deleted. Then, in the second word “Nose”, the student was 
written correctly. 
14) Student 14 (I P K) 
The type of error made by student 14 was omission of a letter. The 
identification and description shows in the table below: 
Table 4.14 Type of Error in student 14 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.14 shows one type of error that made by student 14 it was 
omission of a letter. The researcher found the error in the word “Knows, 
Nose” which was incorrectly written as “Nows, Nose” the student 
omitted letter k in the first word “Knows”, then in the second word the 
student was written correctly.  
15) Student 15 (I F) 
There were four types of error made by the student 15 namely, 
addition of a letter, double letter instead of single letter, substitution of 
one letter and multiple errors. The identification and description shows 
in the below: 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Nows Nose 
 
Knows, Nose Omission of a 
letter 
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Table 4.15 Types of Errors in Student 15 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.15 shows that the student 15 made four types of spelling 
error. The first type was addition of a letter. The researcher found in the 
word “Bicycle” which was incorrectly written as “Bickycle” the student 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Bickycle Bicycle Addition of a 
letter 
2. Aagree Agree Double letter 
instead of single 
letter 
3. Fine Find Substitution of 
one letter 
4. Meenwhile Meanwhile Substitution of 
one letter 
5. Lift Lives Multiple errors 
6. Ludis Clots Rudi’s Clothes Multiple errors 
7. Trogh_out Throughout Multiple errors 
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add letter k. The second type of error was double letter instead of single 
letter. The student made error in the word “Agree” which was 
incorrectly written as “Aagree” the student put double letter of a, it 
should be only one letter a in the word “Agree”. The third type was 
substitution of one letter. The researcher found in two words “Find” and 
“Meanwhile” which were incorrectly written as “Fine” the student 
substitute letter e as d. However in the word “Meenwhile” the student 
substitute letter a with e. 
The last type of error was multiple errors. The researcher found in 
some words such as “Lives” and “Rudi’s Clothes” which were 
incorrectly written as “Lift” the student substitute letter f as v, addition 
of letter t and omission of letters e and s. However in the word “Ludis 
Clots” the student made three errors namely substitution of letter l as r, 
involving an apostrophe; the student did not put apostrophe in the word 
“Rudi’s”, omission of letters h and e. Then, in the word “Throughout” 
which was incorrectly written as “Trogh out” the student made two 
errors namely omission of letters h and u then word segmentation error 
in the word “Throughout”. 
16) Student 16 ( I W ) 
There were four types of error made by the student 16 namely, 
omission of a letter, substitution of one letter, interchange of two 
adjacent letters and multiple errors. The identification and description 
shows in the below: 
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Table 4.16 Types of Errors in Student 16 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Based on the table above there were four errors in student 16. The 
first error was omission of a letter. The student made error in the word 
“Lives” which was incorrectly written as “Livs” the student omitted 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Livs Lives Omission of a 
letter 
2. Fine Find Substitution of 
one letter 
3. Eigtheen 
 
Eighteen 
 
Interchange of 
two adjacent 
letters 
4. Egri Agree Multiple errors 
5. Byecicle Bicycle Multiple errors 
6. Min_wail Meanwhile Multiple errors 
7. Rudis Close Rudi’s Clothes Multiple errors 
8. Water Whether Multiple errors 
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letter e. The second type of error was substitution of a letter. The 
researcher found in the word “Find” which was incorrectly written as 
“Fine” the student substitute letter e as letter d. The third type of error 
was interchange of two adjacent letters. It found in the word “Eighteen” 
which was incorrectly written as “Eigtheen” the student change the 
position of the word E-i-g-h-t-e-e-n become E-i-g-t-h-e-e-n.  
The fourth type of error was multiple errors. The researcher found 
in some five words such as “Agree”, “Bicycle”, “Meanwhile”, “Rudi’s 
Clothes” and “Whether”. The first word was “Agree” which was 
incorrectly written as “Egri” the students made three errors namely 
substitution letter A with letter e, substitution letter e after letter r with 
letter i, then omittion of a letter e. The second word was “Bicycle” 
which was incorrectly written as “Byecicle” the students made two 
errors namely substitution letter i with y then addition letter e before 
letter c. 
 The third word was “Meanwhile” which was incorrectly written as 
“Min_wail”, the student made five errors namely substitution of letter e 
with i, omission of a letter a before letter n, word segmentation error in 
the word “Meanwhile”, susbtitution letter h with a, then omission of a 
letter e after letter l. The last word in the same type of multiple errors 
were “Rudi’s Clothes” and “Whether” which incorrectly written as 
“Rudis Close” the student did not put apostrophe in the word “Rudi’s”, 
then the student omitted a letters of t and h then the student also change 
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the position (Interchange of two adjacent letters) of letter e and s in the 
word “Clothes”. However in the word “Water” the student omitted two 
letters h then substitute letter e with a. 
17) Student 17 (I M S P) 
There were fourth types of error made by the student 17 namely, 
substitution of one letter, omission of a letter, interchange of two 
adjacent letters and multiple errors. The identification and description 
shows in the below: 
Table 4.17 Types of Errors in Student 17 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Fine 
 
Find Substitution of 
one letter 
2. Wether Whether Omission of a 
letter 
3. Thruoghout 
 
Throughout 
 
Interchange of 
two adjacent 
letters 
4. Nose, Nouse Knows, Nose Multiple errors 
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Table 4.17 shows that the student 17 made fourth types of error 
namely, substitution of one letter, omission of a letter, interchange of 
two adjacent letters and multiple errors. The first type was substitution 
of one letter. The researcher found in the word “find” which was 
incorrectly written as “Fine” the student substitute letter e as letter d. 
the second type was omission of a letter. It found in the word 
“Whether” which was incorrectly written as “Wethe” the student 
omitted two letters h and r.  
The third type was interchange of two adjacent letters. The 
researcher found in the word “Throughout” which was incorrectly 
written as “Thruoghout” the student change the position of letter o-u 
with u-o. The last type was multiple errors. The researcher found in the 
word “Knows, Nose” which was incorrectly written as “Nose, Nose” 
the student made multiple errors in the first word “Knows”, because 
omitted letters like k and omitted letter w then added a letter e after s, it 
should be deleted. Then, in the second word “Nose”, the student was 
written correctly. 
18) Student 18 (K K) 
In the student 18 the researcher found three types of errors namely, 
substitution of one letter, double letter instead of single letter and 
multiple errors. The identification and description shows in the table 
below: 
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Table 4.18 Types of Errors in Student 18 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.18 shows three types of errors made by the student 18. The 
first error was Substitution of one letter. The researcher found in the 
word “Find” which was incorrectly written as “Fine” the student 
substitute letter d with letter e. The second error was Double letter 
instead of single letter. It found in the word “Throughout” which was 
incorrectly written as “Througghout” the student put double letter of g, 
actually only single letter of g. The last type was multiple errors. The 
researcher found in two words such as “Lives” and “Knows, Nose” 
which were incorrectly written as “Leaves” the student made two types 
of error namely susbtitution letter e as letter i and addition of a letter a. 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Fine 
 
Find Substitution of 
one letter 
2. Througghout Throughout Double letter 
instead of single 
letter 
3. Leaves Lives Multiple errors 
4. Now, Nose Knows, Nose Multiple errors 
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However in the words “Now, Nose” the student made errors in the first 
word namely omission of a letter k, omittion of letter w and omission of 
letter s. Then, in the second word “Nose” the student was written 
correctly. 
19) Student 19 (M N S) 
The researcher found two types of errors in student 19 namely, 
substitution of one letter and multiple errors. The identification and 
description shows in the table 4.19.  
Table 4.19 Types of Errors in Student 19 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.19 shows two types of error made by the student 19. The 
first type was substitution of one letter. The researcher found in the 
word “Find” which was incorrectly written as “Fine” the student 
substitute letter e as d. The Second type of error was multiple errors. 
The researcher found in the word “Knows, Nose” which was incorrectly 
written as “Nose Nose” the student made multiple errors in the first 
word “Knows”, because omitted letter k and omitted letter w then added 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Fine Find Substitution of 
one letter 
3. Nose Nose Knows, nose Multiple errors 
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letter e, it should be deleted. Then, in the second word “Nose”, the 
student was written correctly. 
20) Student 20 (M J F) 
There were three types of error made by the student 20 namely, 
omission of a letter, substitution of one letter and multiple errors. The 
identification and description shows in the table 4.20. 
Table 4.20 Types of Errors in Student 20 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Live 
 
Lives Omission of a 
letter 
2. Fine Find Substitution of 
one letter 
3. Eight teen Eighteen Multiple errors 
4. Rudy cloth Rudi’s Clothes Multiple errors 
5. Weether Whether Multiple errors 
6. Throug out Throughout Multiple errors 
7. Nose Nose Knows, Nose Multiple errors 
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Table 4.20 shows three types of errors in student 20. The first error 
was omission of a letter. The student made error in the word “Lives” 
which was incorrectly written as “Live”, the student omitted letter s. 
The second type was substitution of one letter. The student made error 
in the word “Find” which was incorrectly written as “Fine” the student 
substitute letter e as d. The third type of error was multiple errors which 
found in some words such as “Eighteen” and “Rudi’s Clothes”, those 
were incorrectly written as “Eight teen”, the student put space between 
those words (word segmentation error); actually those words was one 
word that cannot be separated then the student put double letter of t, 
actually only single letter of t.  
However in the word “Rudy Cloth” the student made three types of 
error namely substitution of letter y as i, involving an apostrophe in the 
word “Rudi’s”, omission of letters e and s. Then, in the same type of 
error was found in the words “Whether”, “Throughout” and “Knows, 
Nose” which were incorrectly written as “Weether” the student made 
two errors namely omission of letter h and double letter instead of 
single letter; the student put double letter of e.  Then, in the word 
“Throug out” the student also made two errors namely omission of 
letter h and word segmentation; the student put space in that word. The 
last word was “Nose Nose” the student made multiple errors in the first 
word “Knows”, because omitted letters like k and w and added a letter e 
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after s, it should be deleted. Then, in the second word “Nose”, the 
student was written correctly. 
21) Student 21 (M N M) 
There were four types of error made by the student 21 namely, 
substitution of one letter, word segmentation error, omission of a letter 
and multiple errors. The identification and description shows in the 
below: 
Table 4.21 Types of Errors in Student 21 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Bycycle Bicycle Substitution of 
one letter 
2. Mean_while Meanwhile Word 
segmentation 
error 
3. Wether Whether Omission of a 
letter 
4. Troghout Throughout Multiple errors 
5. Nose – nose Knows, nose Multiple errors 
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Based on the table above, the researcher found four types of error 
made by the student 21. The first type of error was substitution of one 
letter. It found in the word “Bicycle” which was incorrectly written as 
“Bycycle”, the student substitute letter y as i because those letter have 
same sound in different letter, so the student confused to different it. 
The second type was word segmentation error. The researcher found in 
the word “Meanwhile”, which was incorrectly written as “Mean while” 
the student put space in that word. The third type of error was omission 
of a letter. The student made error in the word “Whether” which was 
incorrectly written as “Wether” the student omitted a letter h.  
Then the last type was multiple errors. The researcher found in two 
words such as in the words “Throughout” and “Knows, Nose”. The first 
word was in the word and “Throughout” which was incorrectly written 
as “Troghout” the student omitted letter h and omitted letter u. The last 
word was in the words “Knows, Nose” which were incorrectly written 
as “Nose Nose” the student made multiple errors in the first word 
“Knows”, because omitted letter k and omitted letter w then added a 
letter e after s, it should be deleted. Then, in the second word “Nose”, 
the student was written correctly. 
22) Student 22 (N K)  
The researcher found three types of error in student 22 they are, 
substitution of one letter, word segmentation error and multiple error. 
The identification and description shows in the table 4.22. 
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Table 4.22 Types of Errors in Student 22 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.22 shows that the student 22 made three types of error. The 
first type of error was substitution of one letter. The researcher found in 
the word “Find” which was incorrectly written as “Fine” the student 
substitute letter e as letter d. The second type of error was word 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Fine Find Substitution of 
one letter 
2. Mean_while 
 
 
Meanwhile Word 
segmentation 
error 
3. Bycicle Bicycle Multiple errors 
4. Troghout Throughout Multiple errors 
5. Eightten Eighteen Multiple errors 
6. Rudis Close Rudi’s Clothes Multiple errors 
7. Water Whether Multiple errors 
8. Nose, Nose Knows, Nose Multiple errors 
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segmentation error. The researcher found in the word “Meanwhile” 
which was incorrectly written as “Mean_while” the student put space in 
that word; actually that word was one word. The third type of error was 
multiple errors. The researcher found in some words such as “Bicycle”, 
“Throughout”, “Eighteen”, “Rudi’s Clothes”, “Whether” and “Knows, 
Nose”. The first word was “Bicycle” which was incorrectly written as 
“Bycicle” the students made two errors namely susbstitution letter y as i 
and substitution letter i as y. The second word was “Throughout” which 
was incorrectly written as “Troghout” the students made two errors 
namely omission of a letter h and omission of a letter u.  
The third word was “Eighteen” which was incorrectly written as 
“Eightten” the student made two types of error namely double letter 
instead of single letter; the student put double letter of t, actually only 
single letter of t. Then, single letter instead of double letter; the student 
only put single letter of e actually double letter of e. Then, the fourth 
word was “Rudi’s Clothes” which was incorrectly written as “Rudis 
Close” the student made multiple errors namely involving an 
apostrophe; the student did not put apostrophe in the word “Rudi’s”, 
then omission of a letter t and omission of a letter h, interchange of two 
adjacent letter e and s. The fifth word was “Whether” which was 
incorrectly written as “Water” the student also made more than one type 
of error namely omission of letter h that happened in two place and 
substitution of letter e with a. The last word of multiple error was found 
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in the word “Nose Nose”, the student made two type of error in the first 
word namely omission of letter k and omission of letter w then addition 
of letter e. However in the second word the student was written 
correctly. 
23) Student 23 (P W) 
The researcher found four types of errors in student 23 namely, 
substitution of one letter, word segmentation error, omission of a letter 
and multiple errors. The identification and description shows in the 
table 4.23. 
Table 4.23 Types of Errors in Student 23 
 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Lifes Lives 
 
Substitution of 
one letter 
2. Mean_while 
 
 
Meanwhile Word 
segmentation 
error 
3. Rudi’s Cloths Rudi’s Clothes Omission of 
letter 
4. Troghout Throughout Multiple errors 
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Table 4.23 shows fourth types of errors in student 23. The first 
error was substitution of one letter. The researcher found in the word 
“Lives” which was incorrectly written as “Lifes” the student substitute 
letter v with f because the sound of those letter almost same. The second 
error was word segmentation error. The researcher found in the word 
“Meanwhile” which was incorrectly written as “Mean_while” the 
student put space in that word; actually that word was one word. The 
third error was omission of a letter. The researcher found in the word 
“Rudi’s Cloths” the student only omitted a letter of e. 
The fourth type of error was multiple errors. The researcher found 
in three words such as “Throughout”, “Whether” and “Knows, Nose”. 
The first word was “Throughout” which was incorrectly written as 
“Troghout” the students made two errors namely omisson of a letter h 
and omission of a letter u.  The second word was “Whether” which was 
incorrectly written as “Water” the student omitted letter of h that 
happened in two place and substitute letter of a as e. The third word 
was “Nose nose” the student made more than one error again in the first 
word namely omission of letter k and omission of letter w then addition 
of letter e, then in the second word the student was written correctly. 
5. Water Whether Multiple errors 
6. Nose, Nose Knows, Nose Multiple errors 
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24) Student 24 (P A L) 
There were three types of error made by the student 24 namely, 
substitution of one letter, omission of a letter and multiple errors. The 
identification and description shows in the table below: 
Table 4.24 Types of Errors in Student 24 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Lifes 
 
Lives Substitution of 
one letter 
2. Fine Find Substitution of 
one letter 
3. Eigteen Eighteen Omission of a 
letter 
4. Baicicel Bicycle Multiple errors 
5. Egri Agree Multiple errors 
6. Min_wail Meanwhile Multiple errors 
7. Rudis Close Rudi’s Clothes Multiple errors 
8. Water Whether Multiple errors 
9. Nose Nose Knows, Nose Multiple errors 
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Based on the table above, the student 24 made three types of error. 
The first error was substitution of one letter. The researcher found in 
two words such as “Lives” and “Find” which were incorrectly written 
as “Lifes” the student substitute letter v with letter f. However in the 
word “Fine” the student substit teletter d with letter e. The second error 
was omission of a letter. The researcher found in the word “Eighteen” 
which was incorrectly written as “Eigteen” the student did not put a 
letter of h in the middle of the word. 
The third type of error was multiple errors. The researcher found in 
sixth words such “Bicycle”, “Agree”, “Meanwhile”, “Rudi’s Clothes”, 
“Whether” and “Knows, Nose”. The first word was “Bicycle” which 
was incorrectly written as “Baicicel” the student made more than one of 
error namely addition of a letter a, substitution of letter i after letter c as 
letter y, interchange of two adjacent letter of l and e. The second word 
was “Agree” which was incorrectly written as “Egri” the students made 
three errors namely substitution of a letter a with letter e, substitution 
letter i as letter e then omittion of letter e.  
The third word was “Meanwhile” which was incorrectly written as 
“Min wail” the student made some errors namely substitution of letter i 
as e, omission of letter a, word segmentation error; the student put space 
between those words, actually those word was one word that should not 
be separated. Then, the fourth error was “Rudi’s Clothes” which was 
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incorrectly written as “Rudis Close” the student made three types of 
error namely involving an apostrophe, omission of a letter t and 
omission of letter h then interchange of two adjacent letters e and s. The 
fifth word was “Whether” which was incorrectly written as “Water” the 
student made two errors namely omission of two letters h and 
substitution of letter a as letter e. The last word was “Nose Nose” the 
student made more than one error in the first word namely omission of 
letter k and omission of letter w then addition of letter e, then in the 
second word the student was written correctly. 
25) Student 25 (P S) 
There were two types of error made by the student 25 namely, 
substitution of one letter and multiple errors. The identification and 
description shows in the below: 
Table 4.25 Types of Errors in Student 25 
 
 
 
 
 
 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Fine Find Substitution of 
one letter 
2. Nose – nose Knows, nose Multiple errors 
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Table 4.25 shows two types of errors in student 25. The first error 
was substitution of one letter. The researcher found in the word “find” 
which was incorrectly written as “Fine”, the student change letter d with 
letter e. The second error was multiple errors. The researcher found in 
the word “Knows, Nose” which was incorrectly written as “Nose, 
nose”, the student made two errors in the first word namely omission of 
letter k and omission of letter w then addition of letter e, then in the 
second word the student was written correctly. 
26) Student 26 (R B R) 
There were two types of error made by the student 26 namely, 
omission of a letter and multiple errors. The identification and 
description shows in the below: 
Table 4.26 Types of Errors in Student 26 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Live 
 
Lives 
 
Omission of a 
letter 
2. Wheter Whether Omission of a 
letter 
3. Bycicle Bicycle Multiple errors 
4. Eight ten Eighteen Multiple errors 
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Table 4.26 shows two types of errors in student 26. The first error 
was omission of a letter. The researcher found in two words such as 
“Lives” and “Whether” which were incorrectly written as “Live” the 
student omitted a letter s. However in the word “Wheter” the student 
omitted a letter of h. The second error was multiple errors. The 
researcher found in five words such as “Bicycle”, “Eighteen”, “Rudi’s 
Clothes”, “Throughout” and “Knows, Nose”. The first word was 
“Bicycle” whic was incorrectly written as “Bycicle”, the student 
substitute letter y as i and substitute letter i as y. The second word was 
“Eighteen” which was incorrectly written as “Eight_ten” the student 
made three types of error namely word segmentation error; the student 
put space in the word “Eighteen” actually that word was one word, then 
double letter instead of single letter; the student put double letter of t 
actually only single letter of t, single letter instead of double letter; the 
student only put single letter of e actually there was double letter of e.  
Then, the third word was “Rudi’s Clothes” which was incorrectly 
written as “Ludi’s Cloths” the student made two types of error namely 
substitution of one letter l as r and omission of letter e. the fourth word 
5. Ludi’s Cloths Rudi’s Clothes Multiple errors 
6. Throug_out Throughout Multiple errors 
7. Nose – nose Knows, Nose Multiple errors 
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was “Throughout” which was incorrectly written as “Throug_out” the 
student also made two errors namely omission of letter h and word 
segmentation error in the word “Throughout”. The last word was 
“Knows, Nose” which was incorrectly written as “Nose Nose” the 
student made two errors in the first word namely omission of letter k 
and omission of letter w then addition of letter. Then in the second word 
the student was written correctly. 
27) Student 27 (R M) 
There were fourth types of error made by the student 27 namely, 
substitution of one letter, single letter instead of double letter, omission 
of a letter and multiple errors. The identification and description shows 
in the below: 
Table 4.27 Types of Errors in Student 27 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Fine Find Substitution of 
one letter 
2. Eighten 
 
Eighteen Single letter 
instead of 
double letter 
3. Rudi’s Cloths Rudis Clothes Omission of 
letter 
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Table 4.27 shows fourth types of errors in student 27. The first 
error was substitution of one letter. The researcher found in the word  
“Find” which was incorrectly written as “Fine” the student substitute 
letter e as letter d. The second error was single letter instead of double 
letter. The researcher found in the word “Eighteen” which was 
incorrectly written as “Eighten”, the student only put single letter of e 
actually there was double letter of e. The third word was omission of a 
letter. It found in two words “Rudi’s Clothes” and “Whether” which 
were incorrectly written as “Rudi’s Cloths”, the student omitted a letter 
e in the word “Rudi’s Clothes” and omitted a letter r in the word 
“Whether”.   
The last type of errors was multiple errors. The researcher found 
four words such as “Lives”, “Agree”, “Throughout” and “Knows, 
Nose”. The first word was “Lives” which were incorrectly written as 
“Lips”, the student substitute letter p as v and omitted a letter e. Then, 
4. Whethe Whether Omission of a 
letter 
5. Lips Lives Multiple errors 
6. Aggre Agree Multiple errors 
7. Through out Throughout Multiple errors 
8. Knows, Knows Knows, Nose Multiple errors 
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the second word “Agree” which was incorrectly written as “Aggre” the 
student made two errors namely double letter instead of single letter; 
the student put double letter of g, it should be deleted because only 
single letter of g. Then, single letter instead of double letter; the student 
only put single letter of e, actually double letter of e. The third word 
was “Throughout” which was incorrectly written as “Throgh_out” the 
student made two types of error again namely omission of letter u and 
word segmentation error. The last word was “Knows, Knows” the 
student made errors in the second word namely addition of letter k and 
addition of letter w then omission of letter e. 
28) Student 28 (S Y) 
There were two types of error made by the student 28 namely, 
substitution of one letter and omission of a letter. The identification and 
description shows in the below: 
Table 4.28 Types of Errors in Student 28 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Fine 
 
Find Substitution of 
one letter 
2. Rudi’s Cloths  
 
Rudi’s Clothes 
 
Omission of a 
letter 
3. Nows- nose Knows, Nose Omission of a 
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Table 4.28 shows two types of error made by the student 28. The 
first error was substitution of letters. The researcher found in the word 
“Find” which was incorrectly written as “Fine” the student substitute 
one letter e as letter d. The second type of error was omission of a letter. 
The researcher found in two words such as “Rudi’s Clothes” and 
“Knows, Nose” which were incorrectly written as “Rudi’s Cloths” the 
student omitted letter e. However in the word “Nows, nose” the student 
omitted letter k in the first word.  
29) Student 29 (T A P) 
There were three types error made by the student 29 namely, word 
segmentation error, involving an apostrophe and multiple errors. The 
identification and description shows in the table below: 
Table 4.29 Types of Errors in Student 29 
letter 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Mean_while Meanwhile Word 
segmentation 
error 
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Table 4.29 shows that the student 29 made three types of error. The 
first type of error was word segmentation error. It found in the word 
“Meanwhile” which was incorrectly as “Mean while”. The student put 
space in the middle of the word “Meanwhile”. The second type of error 
was involving apostrophe. The student made error in the word “Rudi’s 
Clothes” which was incorrectly written as “Rudis Clothes”. The student 
did not put an apostrophe in the word “Rudi’s”.  
Then the third type of error was multiple errors. The researcher 
found in three words such as in the word “Whether”, “Throughout” and 
“Knows, Nose”. The first word was “Whether” which was incorrectly 
written as “Weathe” the student made three errors namely omission of 
letter h and omission of letter r then addition of letter a. Then, the 
second word was “Throughout” which was incorrectly written as 
“Troughoute” the student made more than one errors namely, omission 
a letters h and addition letter e. The last found in the word “Knows, 
2. Rudis Clothes Rudi’s Clothes Involving an 
apostrophe 
3. Weathe Whether Multiple errors 
4. Troughoute Throughout Multiple errors 
5. Nose nouse Knows, Nose Multiple errors 
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Nose” which was incorrectly written as “Nose Nouse” the student made 
two errors namely omission of letter k and omission of letter w then 
addition of a letters e. Then, in the second word “Nouse”, the student 
add letter u in the middle of the word, actually it should be deleted.   
30) Student 30 (W P T) 
There were three types of error made by the student 30 namely, 
single letter instead of double letter, involving an apostrophe and 
multiple errors. The identification and description shows in the below: 
Table 4.30 Types of Errors in Student 30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Agre 
 
Agree 
 
Single letter 
instead of 
double letter 
2. Rudis Clothes Rudi’s Clothes Involving an 
apostrophe 
3. Wethe Whether Multiple errors 
4. Lips Lives Multiple errors 
5. Nose – nose Knows, Nose Multiple errors 
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Related on the table above the student 30 made three types of error. 
The first type was single letter instead of double letter. The student 
wrote in the word “Agree” which was incorrectly written as “Agre” the 
student put single letter of e, it should be double letter of e. The second 
error was involving an apostrophe. The student wrote the word “Rudi’s 
Clothes” which was erroneously written as “Rudis Clothes” the student 
wrote the word “Rudi’s” without put an apostrophe.  
The third type of error was multiple errors. The researcher found in 
three word such as in the words “Whether”, “Lives” and “Knows, 
Nose”. The first word was in the word “Whether” which was 
incorrectly written as “Wethe” the student made two errors namely, 
omitted letters h and omitted letter r. The second and third words were 
“Lives” and “Knows, Nose” which were incorrectly written as “Lips” 
the student made two types of error in that word namely substitution of 
one letter p as letter v and omission of a letter e. However in the word 
“Nose Nose” the student made multiple errors in the first word 
“Knows”, because omitted letter k and omitted letter w then added a 
letter e after s, it should be deleted. Then, in the second word “Nose”, 
the student was written correctly. 
31) Student 31 (W M Y) 
There were four types of errors made by student 31 namely, 
substitution of one letter, word segmentation error, interchange of two 
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adjacent letters, omission of a letter and multiple errors. The 
identification and description shows in the Table 4.31. 
Table 4.31 Types of Errors in Student 31 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.31 shows four types of errors made by the student 31. The 
first error was word segmentation error. It found in the word 
“Meanwhile” which was incorrectly written as “Mean_while”, the 
student put space between the words Mean and while, actually there 
was no space in that word, it called word segmentation error.  
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Mean_while Meanwhile Word 
Segmentation 
error 
2. Eigtheen Eighteen Interchange of 
two adjacent 
letter 
3. Wether Whether Omission of a 
letter 
4. Bycicle Bicycle Multiple errors 
5. Knows nows Knows, Nose Multiple errors 
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Then, Interchange of two adjacent letters as the third type of error 
made by the student 31. The error was in the word “Eighteen” which 
was incorrectly written as “Eigtheen” the student change the position of 
word “E-i-g-h-t-e-e-n” with “E-i-g-t-h-e-e-n”. The four type of error 
was omission of a letter. It found in the word “Whether” which was 
incorrectly written as “Wether” the student should be add letter h after 
letter w. The last type of error was multiple errors. The researcher found 
in two words such as it the words “Bicycle” and “Knows Nows” which 
were incorrectly written as “Bycicle” the student substitutes letter y as i 
and substitute letter i as y. However in the word “Knows, Nows” the 
student made errors in second word “Nose” with “Nows” namely 
addition of letter w and omission of a letter e. 
32) Student 32 (Y R S) 
There were two types of error made by the student 32 namely 
substitution of one letter and multiple errors. The identification and 
description shows in the table 4.32. 
Table 4.32 Types of Errors in Student 32 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Bycycle 
 
Bicycle 
 
Substitution of 
one letter 
2. Lips Lives Multiple errors 
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Table 4.32 shows that the student 32 made two types of spelling 
error namely, substitution of one letter and multiple errors. The first 
type was substitution of one letter. The researcher found in the word 
“Bicycle” which was incorrectly written as “Bycycle” the student 
substitute letter y as i after letter b, those letters have same sound in 
different letters. Then, the last type of error was multiple errors. The 
reserarcher found sixth word such as “Lives”, “Meanwhile”, “Rudi’s 
Clothes”, “Whether”, “Throw_out” and “Knows, Nose”. The first word 
was “Lives” which was incorrectly written as “Lips”, the student 
substitute one letter v with letter p and omitted a letter e.  
The second and the third words were “Meanwhile” and “Rudi’s 
Clothes” which were incorrectly written as “Mindwild”, the student 
substitute letter e with letter i, then omission letter a, addition letter d in 
the middle of the word, omission letter h and substitution letter d as 
letter e. However, in the word “Rodice Clothes” the student made some 
3. Mindwild Meanwhile Multiple errors 
4. Rodice Clothes Rudi’s Clothes Multiple errors 
5. Water Whether Multiple errors 
6. Throw_out Throughout Multiple errors 
7. Nose – nose Knows, Nose Multiple errors 
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errors namely, substitution of one letter u with letter o and substitution 
letter s with letter c, addition letter e,  involving an apostrophe between 
letter i and s in the word “Rudi’s”.  
Then, the fourth and fifth words were “Whether” and 
“Throughout” which were incorrectly written as “Water”, the student 
omitted letters h after letter w and h after letter t. Then, the student 
substitutes letter e with letter a. However in the word “Throw out”, the 
student made some errors namely, substitution letter w as letter u, 
omission letter g and omission letter h, then word segmentation error. 
The last multiple error was came from the word “Knows, Nose” which 
was incorrectly written as “Nose-Nose”, the student made multiple 
errors in the first word “Knows”, because omitted letter  k and omitted 
letter w then added a letter e after s, it should be deleted. Then, in the 
second word “Nose”, the student was written correctly.  
33) Student 33 (Y T) 
There were two types of error made by the student 33 namely 
substitution of one letter and multiple errors. The identification and 
description shows in the table 4.33. 
Table 4.33 Types of Errors in Student 33 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Fine Find Substitution of 
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Table 4.33 shows that the student 33 made two types of spelling 
error. The first type was substitution of one letter. The researcher found 
error in the word “Find” which was incorrectly written as “Fine” the 
student substitute letter e as letter d because the sound of the word 
“Find” and “Fine” almost same. The last type of error was multiple 
errors. The student wrote error in the two words such as in the words 
“Bicycle” and “Whether” which were incorrectly written as “Bycicle” 
the student substitute letter y as i and substitute letter i as y, those letters 
have same sound in different letters. However in the word “Waiters” the 
student made three types of error namely omission of two letters h, 
substitution letter e with letter a, addition letter i and letter s.   
34) Student 34 (Y E) 
There were fifth types of error made by the student 34 namely, 
omission of a letter, single letter instead of double letter, substitution of 
one letter, word segmentation error, interchange of two adjacent letters, 
double letter instead of single letter and multiple errors. The 
identification and description shows in the below: 
 
one letter 
2. Bycicle Bicycle Multiple errors 
3. Waiters Whether Multiple errors 
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Table 4.34 Types of Errors in Student 34 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Bicycl Bicycle Omission of a  
letter 
2. Fine Find Substitution of 
one letter 
3.  Mean_while Meanwhile 
 
Word 
segmentation 
error 
4. Eigh_teen Eighteen Word 
segmentation 
error 
5. Trougghout Throughout Double letter 
instead of single 
letter 
6. Lipse Lives Multiple errors 
7. Rudies Clothes Rudi’s Clothes Multiple errors 
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Table 4.34 shows fifth types of errors in student 34. The first was 
omission of a letter. The researcher found in the word  “Bicycle” which 
was incorrectly written as “Bicycl”, the student omitted a letter “e”. The 
second type was Substitution of one letter. It found in the word “Find” 
which was incorrectly written as “Fine” the student substitute letter d 
with letter e. The third type was word segmentation error. The 
researcher found in two words “Meanwhile” and “Eighteen” which 
were incorrectly written as “Mean_while” and “Eigh_teen” the student 
put space in those words.  
The fourth type was double letter instead of single letter. It found 
in the word “Throughout” which was incorrectly written as 
“Througghout”. The student put double letter of g, it should be single 
letter of g. The last type of error was multiple errors. The researcher 
found in two words such as “Lives” and “Rudi’s Clothes” which were 
incorrectly written as “Lipse”, the student made two errors namely 
substitution of one letter p as letter v and interchange of two adjacent 
letter; the student change the position of two letter e-s as s-e. However 
in the word “Rudies Clothes” the student also made two errors namely 
involving an apostrophe and addition of a letter e in the word “Rudi’s”. 
35) Student 35 (R A F) 
There were fourth types of error made by the student 35 namely, 
substitution of one letter, single letter instead of double letter, word 
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segmentation error and multiple errors. The identification and 
description shows in the below: 
Table 4.35 Types of Errors in Student 35 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Lifes 
 
Lives Substitution of 
one letter 
2. Agre Agree Single letter 
instead of 
double letter 
3.  Mean_while Meanwhile Word 
segmentation 
error 
5. Bycicle Bicycle Multiple errors 
6. Roodis lot Rudi’s Clothes Multiple errors 
7. Water Whether Multiple errors 
8. True_out Throughout Multiple errors 
9. Nose, Knos Knows, Nose Multiple errors 
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Table 4.35 shows fourth types of errors in student 35. The first was 
substitution of one letter. The researcher found in the word  “Lives” 
which was incorrectly written as “Lifes” the student substitute letter f as 
letter v. The second type was single letter instead of double letter. It 
found in the word “Agree” which was incorrectly written as “Agre” the 
student only put single letter of e actually there was double letter of e. 
The third type was word segmentation error. It found in the word 
“Meanwhile” which was incorrectly written as “Mean_while” the 
student put space in the middle of the words, actually that word was one 
word. 
The fourth type of error was multiple errors. The researcher found 
in fifth words such as “Bicycle”, “Rudi’s Clothes”, “Whether”, 
“Throughout” and “Knows, Nose”. In the word “Bicycle” which was 
incorrectly written as “Bycicle”, the student substitute letter y as i and 
substitute letter i as y. Then, in the word “Rudi’s Clothes” which was 
incorrectly written as “Roodis lot” the student made three errors namely 
substitution of letter o as letter u, addition of letter o, involving an 
apostrophe in the word “Rudi’s”, omission of letter c, omission of letter 
h, omission of letter e and omission of letter s. Then, in the word 
“Water” the student made two errors namely omission of two letter of h 
and substitution of letter a as letter e. However in the word “True out” 
the student made three errors namely omission of two letters h, 
omission of letter o and omission of letter g, word segmentation error; 
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the student put space in that word, addition of letter e. The last multiple 
error was in the word “Nose, Knos” the student made two errors in the 
first word namely omission of letter k and omission of letter w then 
addition of letter e, then in the second word the student made two errors 
again namely addition of letter k and omission of letter e. 
36) Student 36 (I A C) 
The researcher found two types of errors in student 36 namely, 
addition of a letter and multiple errors. The identification and 
description shows in the table 4.36.  
Table 4.36 Types of Errors in Student 36 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Based on the table above there were two types of error made by the 
student 36. The first was addition of a letter. The researcher found in 
the word “Whether” which was incorrectly written as “Whethern” the 
letter n should be deleted. Then, the second type was multiple errors. 
The researcher found in the word “Knows, Nose” which was incorrectly 
written as “Knows Knows” the student made error in the second word 
No Spelling Error 
Identification 
Corrected Spelling 
Error 
Types of Errors 
1. Whethern 
 
Whether 
 
Addition of a 
letter 
2. Knows Knows Knows, Nose Multiple errors 
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“Nose” with “Knows” the student add letter k and add letter w then 
omitted letter e. The student wrote based on what he listened not the 
original of the word itself. 
Based on the findings above the researcher found nine types of 
spelling error made by the student of eleventh grade science program 
(MIA/IPA 7) at SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar. The researcher 
categorized the nine types of spelling errors as seen in the table below: 
Table 4.37 Categories of Errors found in Students’ Writing  
No Categories of spelling error Number of 
error 
1. Omission of a letter 21 
2. Addition of a letter 3 
3. Single letter instead of double letter 5 
4. Double letter instead of single letter 5 
5. Substitution of one letter 29 
6. Interchange of two adjacent letter 6 
7. Involving an apostrophe 5 
8. Erroneous splitting or joining of words 
(word segmentation error) 
10 
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 The table 4.37 showed the total number of errors in the students’ 
worksheet of eleventh grade Science Program (MIA/IPA 7) at SMA 
Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar was 189 errors. To know the highest 
and lowest types of errors the researcher present in the table below: 
Table 4.38 The Type of Error based on the Highest and Lowest 
Number 
9. Two or more error of the same type or 
different  types (multiple errors)  
105 
Total 189 
No   Categories of spelling error Number of 
error 
1. Two or more error of the same type or 
different  types (multiple errors) 
105 
2. Substitution of one letter 29 
3. Omission of a letter 21 
4. Erroneous splitting or joining of word 
(Word segmentation error) 
10 
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Moreover from table 4.38, it could be seen that the dominant type 
of error was multiple errors (105 errors). Then, it was followed by 
substitution of one letter (29 errors), omission of a letter (21 errors), 
word segmentation error (10 errors), interchange of two adjacent letter 
(6 errors), single letter instead of double letter (5 errors), involving an 
apostrophe (5 errors), double letter instead of single letter (5 errors) and 
the lowest of the error frequency there was addition of a letter (3 
errors). From the data analysis in the table above, it can be gained the 
highest and the lowest frequency error’s type. 
B.  Cause the Errors (Interlingual errors) 
Interlingual transfer which is the negative influence or interference of the 
mother tongue of learner (Brown, 2000: 224). It means that interlingual errors 
are those by interference of the learners’ mother tongue. The students made the 
errors are caused by the interference coming from the students’ native 
language. For Indonesian students, they just translate Indonesian into English 
5. Interchange of two adjacent letter 6 
6. Single letter instead of double letter 5 
7. Involving an apostrophe 5 
8. Double letter instead of single letter 5 
9. Addition of a letter 3 
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without knowing the grammatical structure (In sentence) first. Interlingual 
errors are errors which occur as a result of transfer from the native language 
into second language. The students usually transfer the system of mother 
tongue into the second language. For example taken by the data: 
TL: Egri (Agree) 
L1: Setuju 
TL: Baicicel (Bicycle) 
L1: Sepeda 
TL: Lips (Lives) 
L1: Tinggal 
From the example above, the students produce an interlingual error 
because the target language is still reflected by their native language. This is 
occurred because students naturalized the English language system into the 
Javanese language system as their mother tongue. Besides that, they also 
naturalized English language system into Indonesian language system that 
becomes their second language. 
 
C. Curriculum and Teaching Process in SMA Muhammadiyah 1 
Karanganyar 
There were two types of Curriculum that used in SMA Muhammadiyah 
1 Karanganyar, for class X and XI is 2013 Curriculum (K13), while for class 
XII still used School Based Curriculum (Kurikulum Tingkat Satuan 
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Pendidikan / KTSP). Because the Researcher took in the eleventh grade, so 
the curriculum that used was 2013 Curriculum. 
Teaching Process of Writing SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar 
commonly in every meeting, the teacher did some steps to teach the students, 
such as: a. Open the meeting then pray together as one of the religious 
aspects, b. Check the students attendance list, c. Review the material in 
previous meeting, doing main activity, d. Conclude the material that was 
learned by the students, e. Close the meeting by saying Hamdalah together. 
The researcher choose XI MIA 7 because in that class did not stressing 
learning vocab when teaching process. Therefore, the researcher interest took 
this title because there is problem by the students in writing especially in 
writing spelling vocabularies.   
 
D. Discussion 
Based on the data analysis of the research findings, the students of 
eleventh grade of Science Program (XI MIA 7)  in this study committed nine 
categories of spelling errors. Then, it can be seen that dominant type of error is 
multiple errors with 105 errors. It is the highest error that yielded by the 
student. It can indicate that the students found serious difficulty in this matter. 
This category occurs when two or more errors were contained in a word. For 
example in the word “Meanwhile” which is pronounced as /’miːnwʌɪl/ which 
was erroneously written as “Min wail”. The sample means that the student 
made four types of error namely substitution letter e with i, then substitution 
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letter h with a, omisssion of letter a before letter n, word segmentation error; 
the student put space in the middle of that word, then omission of a letter e 
after letter l. Besides, the researcher also found words errors seem like in the 
word “Egri” that means “Agree”, and “Lips” that means “Lives”. Based on the 
researcher analysis, it occurred because of the influence of students L1 or their 
mother tongue. In students’ L1, there are several words adopted from foreign 
language, Indonesian language such as Sanskrit, Portuguese, Arabic, Dutch, 
Chinese and English (Yulianto, 2014: 5). Based on the explanation above, 
students’ L1 can influence their writing especially in spelling. It can be proven 
from several samples above.  
The second common error which is committed by the students is 
substitution of one letter with 29 errors. The students committed this error 
because they are still influenced by their first language in writing English. The 
researcher interprets that the students substituted wrong letter especially, in the 
words that had the same sounds. For example in the word “Lives” which is 
pronounced /’lɪvz/, the sounds of letter v like letter f, so the student wrote the 
word “Lifes” which letter v substituted by a letter f.  The third error which is 
committed by students is omission of a letter with 21 errors. Omission error 
occurs when the necessary item is absence in a well formed utterance. For 
example in the word “Whether” which is pronounced as /ˈwɛðɚ(r)/ which was 
erroneously written as “Wether” the student omitted a letter h after letter w. Al-
Jarf (2010: 10) stated that spelling problems can be classified into phonological 
problems. Phonological problems refer to the errors in which the misspelled 
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words do not sound like the target word because the whole words, consonants, 
vowels, syllables, prefixes, grapheme clusters is not heard at all or misheard, or 
added with another letter. The researcher concludes that the students still 
lacked in spelling skill especially in writing texts. The student did not pay 
attention how to write English word correctly, because they thought that when 
pronounced an English word it was same with in written word, and they did not 
know how to differentiate some letters or sounds. They were still confused to 
differentiate some letters such as y from letter i or f from letter v and other that 
had the same sound when they were pronounced.  
Another error which is committed is word segmentation error with 10 
errors. The students did not pay attention to the words whether they use a space 
or not. However, it can change the meanings. For example in the word 
“Meanwhile” it is incorrectly written as “Mean_while”. The student wrote with 
added a space. Those words have different meaning, “Meanwhile” means 
sedangkan, but if with space it means word by word “Mean” as Makna 
“While” as Ketika. It can be make the reader confused to understand the real 
meaning. The next error is interchange of two adjacent letters with 6 errors. 
The students committed the errors because they are still confused how to write 
English word clearly, although they are right in how to pronounce the words. 
For example in the word “Eighteen” which is pronounced as /eI(t)’tin/  it is 
incorrectly written as “Eigtheen”, the student did not pay attention to letter h 
and t in the right position. So, the students did error in ordering two letters h 
and t. 
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Then, it is followed by single letter instead of double letter with 5 errors. 
This error occurs when the students miss a letter in a word that contains double 
letters. Based on the researcher analysis, this error occurred because it was 
related students’ L1. This findings was similar to Hourani (2008) in students’ 
L1, there is seldom only in a word that contained of suffix, inserted, and prefix. 
For example like in the word menunjukkan, menaikkan, menentukannya and 
others. The sixth error which is committed by students is involving an 
apostrophe with 5 errors. The students committed this because they wrote in 
incorrect positions when using an apostrophe and they were still confused how 
to use it in well formed. For example in the word “Rudi’s Clothes” which is 
incorrectly written as “Rudis Clothes”. Straus (2008: 63) stated that using the 
apostrophe with contractions, the apostrophe is always placed at the spot where 
the letter s has been removed, for example “don’t”, “it’s” and many others. 
Meanwhile, when using the apostrophe with the possession, the place of 
apostrophe is before the s to show singular possession, for example “Mr. 
Chang’s House”. 
Another error which is committed is double letter instead of single letter 
with 5 errors. The students confused when they write double consonants that 
was necessarily only one consonant letter. As the example in the word 
“Eighteen” which is pronounced as /eɪˈtiːn/ which was incorrectly written as 
“Eightteen” it shows double letters of t. The last which is committed is addition 
of a letter with 3 errors. The errors in addition are occurs because the students 
add one or more letter or incorrect elements. For example in the word 
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“Throughout” as pronounced with /θruːˈaʊt/ which was incorrectly written as 
“Throughoute” the students added a letter e after letter t. It was happened 
because the student thought that it is almost same the pronounced. Based on the 
findings was in conformity with Al-Jarf (2010: 10) who stated that misspelling 
happen when any graphemes are added, deleted, substituted by another or 
reversed. After analyzing the data, the researcher also found the Interlingua 
causes of the errors that cause the nine categories occur is mother tongue. 
Interlingual error is caused by the interlingual interference from the native 
language. The students’ first language (L1) was one of the influences in 
students’ spelling errors in their writing. For example in spelling vocab was 
Egri from the word “Agree”. In addition, there were errors that occurred 
because several words in English have same sounds. For example in the words 
“Knows and Nose”, the students still confused in differentiate the spelling in 
writing when those words are spoken in pronunciation, It called intralingual 
errors. 
The validity of the data was validited by Mr Dwi Cahyono, M.Pd as the 
Validator data. The researcher did three meeting with him. The first meeting 
Mr Dwi checked the result of the data in Chapter IV.  The second meeting he 
asked to the researcher to improve the revision of the data. The first revision 
was about writing in the spelling error table for each student. The validator 
asked to the researcher to separate each type of error that has more than one 
word error. Because the instrument question that used was word by word, not 
phrase or sentence. So, be better to be separated. For example in the student 1 
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there were type of error that have some word error, it was multiple errors with 
three words. Before corrected by the validator, the researcher made table with 
in column types of error only made one row for three words error in multiple 
errors. Based on the validator, it was not right. Because if one column only 
there was one row for three words, it can’t. So, the validator gives suggestion 
for the researcher about it.  
Besides that, the validator checks the analysis on spelling error correction. 
Then, he found some mistake in the researcher analysis. So, the validator put 
mark in the wrong part. For example in the word “Whether” which was 
incorrect spelling as “Wethe”, the researcher analyzes the word include 
omission of two letters (h and r) type. But, based on the validator it was not 
right, because actually the type of that word was multiple errors. The 
explanation because the student omitted two letter, it means that the student 
made more than one error. So, it can’t call as omission of a letter. Omission of 
a letter based on Bestgen and Granger’s theory is omitted only one letter, no 
more. Therefore, the researcher must revision all the suggestion from the 
validator. Then, the next meeting the researcher collect the result of the 
revision to the validator. The validator check again, the result there are two 
revision because the researcher not careful. Then, the researcher revises 
immediately. Finally the result of the data was getting ACC from the validator. 
The data has been validited by the Investigator on August 26th 2019.  
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CHAPTER V 
 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
 
 
 
A. Conclusion 
This study focused on the types of spelling errors made by the eleventh 
grade students of Science Program (XI MIA 7) at SMA Muhammadiyah 1 
Karanganyar in their spelling test by dictation. Based on the findings and 
discussions, it could be concluded that the students at eleventh grade Science 
Program (XI MIA 7) in this study have committed nine categories of spelling 
errors. Those categories include omission of a letter, addition of a letter, single 
letter instead of double letter, double letter instead of single letter, substitution 
of one letter, interchange of two adjacent letters, involving an apostrophe, word 
segmentation error and multiple errors. Those categories answer the first 
research question of this study. The errors were found by collecting the 
document of 35 students’ writing spelling vocab by dictation from eleventh 
grade of Science Program (XI MIA 7). 
Related to the second question of this study, the type of error that 
dominant was multiple errors with 105 errors. It was the highest error that 
yielded by the student. It could indicate that the students found serious 
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difficulty in this matter. Then, it was followed by substitution of one letter (29 
errors), omission of a letter (21 errors), word segmentation error (10 errors), 
interchange of two adjacent letter (6 errors), single letter instead of double 
letter (5 errors), involving an apostrophe (5 errors), double letter instead of 
single letter (5 errors) and the lowest of the error frequency there was addition 
of a letter (3 errors). 
Then, the third question was about the Interlingua cause of errors by the 
students in spelling vocab through dictation was mother tongue. The researcher 
only focused on the interlingua cause of the error, it was mother tongue. The 
students’ first language (L1) is one of the influences in students’ spelling errors 
in their writing. For example in spelling vocab was Egri from the word 
“Agree”. Interlingual transfer which is the negative influence or interference of 
the mother tongue of learner (Brown, 2000: 224). It means that interlingual 
errors are those by interference of the learners’ mother tongue. In addition, 
errors can also occur because several words in English have same sounds. For 
example in the words “Knows and Nose”, the students still confused in 
differentiate the spelling in writing when those words were spoken in 
pronunciation, It called intralingual errors. 
 
B. Suggestion 
Based on the result above, the researcher would like to propose 
suggestions as followed: 
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1. For the students 
The researcher hopes that this research can make students be aware in 
writing, especially in spelling because spelling are important to make 
correct word or sentence to communicate well with other. The students 
should practice more concerning spelling English words, so they can avoid 
spelling errors in their writing.   
2. For the teachers 
The researcher suggested to the teacher to more stressing teaches vocabulary 
especially in spelling (writing) because the majority of the student low in 
vocabulary. Then, the teacher should know the problem faced by the student 
in spelling vocabulary because vocabulary was important to study. In 
addition the teacher also gives more practice about spelling in writing 
course to avoid spelling errors in students writing.  
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Appendix 1 
Result of Interview 
 
INTERVIEW WITH THE TEACHER 
 
 
Time   :  May, 3th 2019 
Place : In The Library of SMA Muhammadiyah 1 
Karanganyar 
Informant (T) :  R C    
Reseaercher (R) : Yulianingsih 
 
R : Assalamu’alaikum.... sebelumnya mohon maaf Pak 
mengganggu waktunya. Saya ada sedikit interview yang 
berkaitan dengan penelitian saya yaitu tentang spelling error 
analysis on students vocabularies in dictation word. 
Menurut Bapak, bagaimana kemampuan bahasa inggris 
siswa kelas XI MIA 7 secara umum? 
T : Menurut saya, anak-anak itu kemampuannya masih 
sedang-sedang saja. Belum ada yang .... belum semuanya 
bagus. Cuman ada beberapa anak saja yang bagus 
kemampuannya gitu. 
R : Lalu, apakah bapak menekankan pembelajaran vocab saat 
mengajar? 
T : sementara ini tidak, saya cenderung ke structure nya (tata 
bahasanya) gitu. 
R : Oh baik. Lalu kesalahan-kesalahan yang dilakukan para 
siswa itu disebabkan karena apa Pak? 
T : Ya banyak sih.. 
R : Saat menulis vocab khususnya. 
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T : Biasanya ya memang belum tau, karna baru pertama kali 
mengetahui kata itu misalnya. Jadi mereka gak tau itu 
menulisnya bagaimana. Karna kan untuk bahasa inggris kan 
sedikit berbeda dari Indonesia. 
R : Dari mother tongue gitu ya Pak? 
T : Ya.. Pengucapannya kadang-kadang kan beda gitu. Jadi 
biasanya anak-anak bikin kesalahan dari situ. 
R : Oh.. iya. Dalam penelitian ini, saya menganalisa 
menggunakan tipe error oleh teorinya Bestgen dan Granger 
yang dimana saya mengkasifikasikan berdasarkan omission, 
addition of letter, Single letter instead of double letter, 
double letter instead of single letter, Substitution, 
Interchange of two adjacent, Involving an apostrophe, 
Erroneous splitting or joining of words (word segmentation 
error), Two or more error of the same type or of different 
types. Menurut Pak Catur, kesalahan yang terjadi paling 
sering di bagian mana?. 
T : Ya itu tadi, maksudnya lebih banyak yang belum tau. Jadi 
ya kadang-kadang pengucapannya begini dengan tulisannya 
kok begini. 
R : Beda gitu.. 
T : Beda, biasanya seperti itu. Kalo dari teorinya itu ya saya 
belum tau, yang bagian mana ya belum tau dari teori itu. 
R : Baik Pak. Berarti ini kasusnya hampir sama seperti saat 
yang saya alami sebelumnya. Berdasarkan pengalaman saya 
waktu Magang 3 di SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar 
ini juga di kelas XI tapi berbeda kelas. Ini kasusnya anak-
anak mungkin kurang tau atau kurang paham dalam 
membedakan vocab yang tulisan dan pengucapannya 
hampir sama tapi penulisannya berbeda atau sebaliknya. 
Misalnya kata ‘With’ yang berarti ‘Dengan’, siswa malah 
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menulis ‘White’ yang berarti ‘Putih’. Dari kasus itu, 
bagaimana Bapak mengatasi kasus yang seperti ini? 
T : Ya tetep harus banyak latihannya, perbanyak latihannya. 
Latihan menggunakan kedua kata gitu biar perbedaanya 
kelihatan.  
R : Oh. Ya Baik Pak. Ya sudah begitu saja. Semoga interview 
ini bermanfaat. Terimakasih atas informasinya. 
T : Ya   
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INTERVIEW WITH THE STUDENT 
 
 
Time   : Friday, may 3th 2019, at 09.44 am.     
Place : In The Class of XI MIA 7 at SMA Muhammadiyah 1 
Karanganyar 
Informant (S) : Y R S 
Researcher (R) : Yulianingsih 
 
 
R : Pagi dek.. maaf ya menganggu, saya mau nanya-nanya 
sebentar boleh? 
S : Ya.. ya gak papa. 
R : Sebelumnya, kalau boleh tau namanya siapa dek? 
S : Y R S (Initial) 
R : Ok Dek Y suka pelajaran Bahasa Inggris gak? 
S : Dikit-dikit kak. Kalo waktu dulu, SD, SMP itu suka. Tapi 
kalo sekarang SMA la kan gurunya juga.. tau sendiri kadang 
ada kadang gak itu kak. Jadi opo.. Ketinggalan mata 
pelajarannya. Jadinya ya kurang paham waktu SMA itu.   
R : Oh jadi karena itu ya.. terus kesusahan gak belajar vocab. 
Misalnya, membedakan antar vocab yang bunyi atau 
penulisannya hampir sama. Misalnya kata ‘Back’ yang 
berarti ‘Kembali’ sama ‘Bag’ yang berarti ‘Tas’.  
S : Ya dikit. Agak-agak belum bisa. Sulit untuk itunya lho. 
Ya.. untuk menyebutnya. Ya.. apa.. lebih.. lebih dalam 
mengucap kalo sulitnya itu.   
R : Kalau spelling, dalam penulisan? Misalnya kata “with” 
yang artinya dengan terus salah nulis kata “white” yang 
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artinya putih. Itu kan tulisannya kan hampir sama tapi 
pengucapannya kan beda. Itu susahnya? 
S : Ya.. ya itu kak. Kalo pengucap. Mengucapnya. Kalau nulis 
nya itu kan masih lebih mudah, kalau mengucap. 
Pengucapannya dalam bahasa inggris itu kak. 
R : Ini gurunya Pak C ya? 
S : Iya Pak C. 
R : Dalam mengajar bahasa inggris itu menyenangkan gak? 
S : Ya menyenangkan kak. Kan kadang ke perpustakaan gitu 
lho kak. Ya.. bersama-sama gitu jadine ya seru gitu. Banyak 
berkelompoknya gitu, mengerjakan gitu.   
R : Tapi gak menerapkan tehnik belajar vocab gitu ya? 
S  : Eee.. dulu kak. Pernah diajari vocab gitu untuk membuat     
terus nanti dihafalkan gitu.  
R  : la terus gimana cara adik sendiri belajar vocab dari 
kesalahan-kesalahan yang sering dibuat ? 
S  : Ya kalo saya itu kak, mengulang-ulangi itu terus. 
Mengulang2.. Kan kalo salah ya kan, kayak dikamus itu ada 
suaranya di google gitu lho kak. Ya belajar dari situ juga 
suara opo.. berbicaranya gitu.   
R : Ya.. ok dek, usahanya udah bagus. Yasudah.. sekian itu 
aja, terimakasih.  
S : Ya.. ya kak. 
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INTERVIEW WITH THE STUDENTS 
 
Time   : Friday, May 3th 2019, at 09.49 am.     
Place : In the Class of XI MIA 7 at SMA Muhammadiyah 1 
Karanganyar 
Informant (S) : - Student 1 (S1)  
    - Student 2 (S2) 
   - Student 3 (S3) 
Researcher (R) : Yulianingsih 
 
R : Assalamu’alaikum Adek-adek, maaf ya ganggu waktunya. 
S1,S2,S3 : Ya.. wa’alaikumsalam.. 
R : Mbak Cuma mau ngobrol sebentar dik. 
S1,S2,S3 : Ya 
R : Saya mau tanya, Bagaimana pendapat kalian tentang 
pelajaran bahasa inggris, apakah mudah atau sulit? 
S1 : Ya sulitnya pas hafalin kosa kata. 
R : Yang membedakan bunyi atau penulisan yang hampir 
sama itu? 
S1 : Ya. 
R : Kalo kamu? 
S2 : Kesulitane gak tau artine itu lho mbak. Ya nek bahasa 
inggris kalo gak hafal vocab e kan bingung. 
R : Berarti itu tentang vocab juga ya.. 
S1 : Ya. 
R : Kalo kamu?  
S3 : Aku kesulitannya itu lho mbak nerjemahin kata. 
R : Berarti persamaannya dari kalian yaitu masih tentang 
vocab nya 
S3 : Ya mbak. 
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R : Terus penyebabnya itu apa?  
S3 : Ya kurang belajar 
S1 : Kurang belajar terus kurang.. gak ada kursus gitu lho.. 
R : Oh iya. Terus bagaimana usaha kalian untuk bisa 
memperbaiki vocab yang salah tadi? Apakah belajar 
mengulang-ulang? 
S2 : Biasanya sih Cuma translate mbak. 
R : Di translate? Jadi belajarnya pakai gadget? 
S2 : Iya 
R : Selain itu ada lagi?  
S3 : Biasanya pake translate kalo gak buka kamus. 
R : Apakah menyenangkan belajar bahasa inggris?  
S2 : Menyenangkan iya tapi yang ngajar di depan itu kayak 
monoton gak di jelasin. 
R : Oh.. kurang itu ya.. misalnya di kasih game atau apa 
S1 : Iya, cuman disuruh buka halaman ini terus suruh ngerjain 
gitu udah. 
R : Oh.. ok. yasudah gitu aja ya dek. Makasih informasinya.. 
S1,S2,S3 : Ya   
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Appendix 2 
Students Attendance 
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Appendix 3 
Instrument of Writing Test 
 
(Dictation Test) 
1. Lives 
2. Bicycle 
3. Agree 
4. Find 
5. Meanwhile 
6. Eighteen 
7. Rudi’s Clothes 
8. Whether 
9. Throughout 
10. Knows, Nose 
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Appendix 4 
Students’ Worksheet 
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Appendix 5 
Table Types of Error by the Students Based on Bestgen and Grangers’ Theory 
 
Number & Name 
Omissio
n 
Additio
n 
Single 
Lette
r 
Doubl
e 
Letter 
Substutio
n 
Interchang
e of 2 
Adjacent 
letter 
Involving 
an 
Apostroph
e 
Word 
Segmentatio
n 
Multipl
e 
Errors 
1. Ahmad 1 - - - - 1 - - 3 
2. Alya - - - - 1 - - - 4 
3. Amru 1 1 - - - - - 1 3 
4. Angelina 1 - - 1 1 - - - 5 
5. Arum - - - 1 - - - - 1 
6. Ayuk - - - - 1 - - - - 
7. Bagas - - 1 - - 1 1 - 3 
8. Bernika 1 - - - 1 - 1 - 2 
9. Candra - - - - - - - - 6 
10. Devi 1 - - - 1 - 1 - 4 
11. Egi - - 1 - 2 1 - - 2 
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12. Gagah  1 - - - 1 - - - 2 
13. Ichsan - - - - 1 - - 1 4 
14. Ilham 1 - - - - - - - - 
15. Irfan - 1 - 1 2 - - - 3 
16. Ismi 1 - - - 1 1 - - 5 
17. Isnaini 1 - - - 1 1 - - 1 
18. Khusnul - - - 1 1 - - - 2 
19. Meyrani - - - - 1 - - - 1 
20. M. Jodi 1 - - - 1 - - - 5 
21. M. Nashrul 1 - - - 1 - - 1 2 
22. Nita - - - - 1 - - 1 6 
23. Prayoga 1 - - - 2 - - 1 3 
24. Prih A 1 - - - 2 - - - 6 
25. Puspita - - - - 1 - - - 1 
26. Rangga 2 - - - - - - - 5 
27. Rischa 2 - 1 - 1 - - - 4 
28. Sandy 2 - - - 1 - - - - 
29. Tessa - - - - - - 1 1 3 
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30. Wendy - - 1 - - - 1 - 3 
31. Wisba 1 - - - 1 1 - 1 1 
32. Yanuar - - - - 1 - - - 6 
33. Yuli - - - - 1 - - - 2 
34. Yuliana 1 - - 1 1 - - 2 2 
35. Ridho - - 1 - 1 - - 1 5 
36. Iksan A - 1 - - - - - - 1 
TOTAL 21 3 5 5 29 6 5 10 105 
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Appendix 7 
 
Photos Documentation of the Research 
 
 
SMA Muhammadiyah 1 Karanganyar 
 
 
The Class of XI MIA (Science)  
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The researcher did interview with the Student 
 
 
     
The researcher explains the instruction to the students 
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The teacher give dictation about spelling test to the students 
 
 
The students begin to write their spelling test  
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There are students who write their test unindividually 
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There is student who write the test while open the gadget 
 
          
The students collect the result of the test in front of the class 
 
 
